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! /* CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: The meeting of the House SelectO
Committee on Three Mile Island will come to or der. You will

'

recall that at our last series of meetings we talked to the
f

civil defense people and government officials from Lancaster

and Dauphin County, particularly in the area of emergency

management. We will continue in that vein today by talking to

a segment of the Lancaster County community and to the

emergency management officials from Beaver County. Our-first

I witness today is Mr. A. S. Kinsinger, uho is Chairman of the

old Order Amish Steering Committee,who will present some

comments regarding the Amish's viewpoints and the problems they

experienced as a result of an accident.

Mr. Kinsinger, I assume that you affirm you will

telt the truth in presenting your testimony before this

committee today? Do you affirm?

THE WITNESS: I affirm. i

.-. .. ., .

A. S. KINSINGER, called as a witness,.

having duly affirmed, testified as follows : i

CHAIRMAN URIGliT: Uould you please go ahead and

tell us what-you would like to tell us?
:

| MR. KINSINGER: Through the invitation of Mr. Rock

I happen to be here today. I realize that I am not an expert

O
|
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g Hon the nuclear end of it. Although I also realize that there{sd
'

-is a problem I have prepared a statement here which I will

read. After tF's statement I will be open for any questions

which c- :e would wish to ask. I jotted this statement down,

just my personal thoughts af ter a meeting. Knowing that this
.

was coming up, I met with a docen of our Bishops and church

leaders of Lancaster County to get the feeling of the various.

'

A 21sh segments of Lancaster County in regards to the Three

Mile Island incident.

I feel very humble to appear before this committee
! here today, however, I must admit that the Taree Mile Island

and the nuclear problem is not a minor incident and a concern
-3 .

\ to the Anish community of Lancaster County as well as Franklin,

Cumberland and Dauphin, and we could say Lebanon County where

there are also Amish communities. Not at all that the Amish

feel that they should have special consideration, but the

concern is that these nuclear reactors are located in a county

or close by that is heavily populated and some of the most

'..
c:: pensive or highest priced farms in the state, being called

i the garden spot of the United States or of the world.

I am appearing before you today as Chairman of the

Old Order Amish Steering Committee-National and in short thisg

!

is the voice of'the Old Order Amish and Old Order Mennonites

L O-

. . . -. _
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/'S on any major issue, state or federal. The Old Order Amish areO
not highly excited, nor were they at the time of the TMI

incident, as they fear not as people who have no savior but

trust that God's will be done, llowever , for a more clear

explanation it is the feeling of the Old Order Amish that it is

their responsibility and duty to do for themselves and fellow-

men what is possible to do by men, but that God will do what

is ~ out of our power to do as human beings. Also, it is the

feeling of the Old Order Amish that they should not worry

unduly as it is sufficient that each day has its own worries.

I have taken the liberty to discuss this meeting

today with a group of Lancaster County church leaders and

' Bishops on August 6th, which would have been yestertcy, and

received the following response: "We wish that we would not

need have something in the land or county that even the rest

learned are not fully able t( control". Another Bishop, " We

wish we would not need have something in the land that we need

be afraid of". Another remark, "That I trust that the complete

Amish community would desire that the reactor would not need be

in such a heavily populated area and also on the Susquehanna

below the Lancaster and York area, realizing that these two;

cities draw considerable water for consumption from this river.

In case of an emergency, you will realize that the,

(~N
| L)
|

l
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(} Old Order Amish do not have telephones, radios or TV. Less than

one-half of the families receive the daily paper. However,

I trust that 90 to 95 percent receive a weekly paper. There

are approximately 15,000 Old Order Amish, school age and older,

in Lancaster County and slightly less in the other 26 counties
.i

throughout Pennsylvania. There are approximately 66 Amish

church districts in Lancaster County and also approximately 66

church districts in the balance, 26 counties in Pennsylvania.

There are approximately 70 to 75 one-room Amish schools in

Lancaster County and approxicately 60 to 65 one-room Amish
4

schools in the balance ofethe state. There are approximately

4,000 Old 0rder Amish children enrolled in these one-room

)
,

'

schools of which somewhat over 2,000 are in Lancaster County.

The Old Order Mennonites are in the same position and take the

same attitude as the Old Order Amish with the exception that

some of them have the telephones in their hones. They also

have approximately 45 one-room schools in Lancaster County as

well as approximately 25 in other couaties in the state. In

these one-room Amish schools , it is the Old Order Amish idea

that their children be given a good basic education fron grades

one through eight. After this educacien, they are placed on

a vocational enrollment to fulfill the school code, which is

what it would amount to, uhich consists mainly of learning by

,

i
'

'

_ _ _
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'() doing, side by side with their parents, learning a trade or

business.

In our, the Old Order Amish way of thinking, it
i

would be much more practical, especially for Lancaster County

| to turn to water power, wind power or the sun or our natural

; resources, rather than.trying to harness the nuclear power at

least until it is fully understood and controllable.

My personal thinking is that the nuclear power

plant is powerful and possibly practical if properly harnessed,

but let us all remember that at times the harness may break,
i

than let us remember how destructive it can be. Could it be
,

_ possible that people may someday destroy a big part of the
_)

world with power which they may be unable to control?

My attention is turned to a recent news release as

follows. BOEING TO BUILD GIAUT WINDMILL. It states that the

Boeing Company is about to put together the biggest and most

advanced windmill ever erected. It is scheduled to start

rotating as early as next spring. It will be mounted on a

200 foot tower with a generator system directly behind the hub.

The turbine is designed to operate at a mean wind speed of 14

miles per hour.
.

|

*

BY CHAIRFAN URIGHT:

'

Q. We thank you for your statement and, with youre,

,

we

!
|

|

I
-
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(^)'g permission, would probably like to ask you some questions. As
u

you probably know, the decision as to whether we are going to

have nuclear power or not is primarily a federal decision and,

not a state decision. Our concern is prinarily in the area of

what we call emergency management, civil defense. And I suspect

we have got to talk to you about how we conmunicate with you4

when we have an emergency. Do you have any ideas and/or

suggestions in that area, seeing that you do not have tele-

phones or TV sets or radios? That is one question. How do the

civil defense people connunicate with you, and I guess my

second question would be, has the civil defense people in
,

Lancaster. County consulted with you in the past and uhat were

. (~)-

\/ those kind of experiences?

A. Possibly for a very cuick emergency communication,
,

we have many volunteer fire companies. I would say we have,

I can think of five or six within that many miles from my home.

Through Lancaster County being heavily populated, we have quite

a few small volunteer fire companies. Most of them have a

public addressing system and loud speakers. Aad I would think
i

probably the quickest way for a real quick word would be using

the loud speakers throughout their home communities. They

I
could reach all of then within two hours time probably, if they

were organized to go on the j ob.

1.

- - _ _ . - - - - . . . . , . . , . _ _ . . . , , - - - -_. - - , . . .-
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As far as I know, there has been no direct

communication in line of the Old Order Amish to your second

question as to what their attitude would be or how they would

approach it.

Q. Assuming that the volunteer fire corpany could use

a public address system to alert, I assume your properties are

quite large and at best a volunteer fire company may get the

message to your main hore, but you wouldn't hear it. You're

way out in the field someplace. I assuce, of course , normally

sorebody is in the house. Now, internally, on your own farns,

do you have a rethod of communicating from the house out to

the field.where you nay be working?

' A. Not directly except with sending one of the

children to che field or the dinner bell.

Q. Do dinner bells exist?

A. Quite a few, not as we had them 20 years ago, but

there are still quite a few.

Q. Are the dinner bells used for crergencies in case

a kid would fall down and break his leg?

A. Well it is apparent that there is an emergency,

that he is wanted in the house or else the bell wouldn't be

ringing this time of the day.

Q. Getting back to my second question, have any of the

_
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(~ counties' CD people ever invited your participation, your.g),

testimony, when they developed their emergency preparednessi

plans?

A. To the best of my knowledge, no.

Q. If they did, could you participate?
.

; A. To a limited amount.

'

REPRESENTATIVE BENNETT: I'm sorry, I didn't hear

the answer.
'

THE WITNESS: To a limited extent.

BY CIIAIRMAN WRIGHT:

Q. Can you explain that?

'
' A. Well, the thinking of the Old Order Amish as far.

back and much further than I can remember has been the least

amount of publicity, the least amount of photographing; they

contend they prefer to be peaceable, law-abiding, respectful

g citizens, live and let live and not get into politics too

deeply and they j ust sort of avoid the general public meetings.4

For this reason, the Steering Committee some years back, maybe.

15, 20 years ago, the Bishops of all the various states have

set up a Steering Committee as a voice of the Old Order Amish

wherever there is a major problem. They prefer not to go to

courts if it can be avoided. In these cases, many times, from
i

all benches, both the federal as well as the state, I have had
. O; v

|
. - . - _. , _. . , _ _ _ , _ _ _ . _ - . . ._.
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(} many round table conferences with anything from the Governor,

-wherever. I would say 90 porr.ent of the time we can usually

sit around the table and eni up with a reasonable solution.

I have often expressed myself this way. I have found there is

very few laws, when we find U1e will to cooperate and work

together, then the major obstacle has been passed and we can
,

,

' pretty near always find a way when the will has been found.

! CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: Bob Hollis.

i

1 BY tm. HOLLIS:

Q. I have one question, sir. You are primarily from

; Lancaster?

() '

A. Right.

Q. And you say within the Lancaster area there is

sufficient volunteer fire companies to alert. Now we under-

stand that is not the same in lower York County. Do you have

an important Amish population or Mennonite population within

southern York County that would be involved with the Peach

Bottom facility?

A. Right.

Q. Notification, would that be as --

A. Well, it would not be as effective as Lancaster

County. Ue have 26 other counties throughout the state where-

- we have Amish communities which are much more isolated than'

. . )
'

.
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(') what Iancaster County is. And naturally, would be more of a
b

problen in getting word to the Amish families if an emergency

would have to be sent out,

a

CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: Representative Wenger.

BY REPRESINTATIVE UENGER:
;

Q. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Kinsinger,-being

familiar uith the Old Order Amish and church and their beliefs

'

to a large extent, I want to express my appreciation to you to

come to Harrisburg today to give us the benefit of your

testimony in answering our questions. Because I realize this

is not something that you do easily because you do shun the

(}
publicity and try to avoid that as much-as possible. So I do

,

express my personal appreciation and that of the committee for
;

your being here today.

Also, considering the fact that the Old Order Amish

do'not use the power that is generated by nuclear plants or by;

any other source of power generation and it does seen to be,

perhaps,-a burden that is placed upon your people having these

plants in your communities , even though you do not benefit
,

from them, at leas t not directly, so I can understand your,

concern. I ti.i.nk et first question is, and my main question

had to do with during the Three Mile Island incident and during
,

the height of t43 emergency, I am sure that most of your people

!

. - - -_ , . . . _ . . _ _ . . , _ _ . . _ _ _ . . _ _.
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(^s were aware that there was an energency situation that could
u ).

develop into something real serious. I wondered did the Amish

Church have an official position as to what you would do as far

as the evacuation is concerned, if the word were given to

evacuate, I have been concerned not only about the Amish people

but all the farners in the area. It is not too easy for a farm

family to pick up and leave. They have their animals, they

have their livestock and it is pretty difficult to do. Had you

personally or the church collectively made any plans as to how

you vould react to a najor evacuation order?

A. There was reallv no plans cade at the time of the

THI exciterent I would say. However, I discussed it briefly

\ just to get the feeling of the Lancaster people yesterday when

we ware together and the conversation, the talk was something

like this. One would say, well, if a bus would core along and

say all of them get out, uhat would you do with your 20 or 30

or 40 cattle or 100 brood s o w s or a couple hundred pigs,

are you Roing to get out and let them starve? One of the other

said, well, probably one would stay and take care of the stock.

One-of the others said, well, if one stays it is the loved one

and he is gonna stay there in the danger, are you going to

leave him there by himscif?

So this will give you the thinking of the group as

O
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'-{ they were assembled yesterday.

Q. I think I understand that reply, being a farmer

myself. I think I would have -- it would be a tough decision, ;

when do. you leave the livestock behind and abandon them?

| I guess another question I would have then would

be .do you feel that there is anything that the State Government

could do to assist you, things that we are not doing now to

assist in any emergency like this to not only protect your
,

families but your farms , your livestock and your property?

A. I would have no particular thought as to help

i outside. It would seem to be practically a 100 percent thought

i

that nuclear power should be placed in noc such a populated

O' area.
,

i Q. Has the Steering Comnittee of which you are
I

j chairman taken a position, an official position, on the

construction of additional power plants on the Susquehanna in

lower Lancaster County? Do you have an official position on
I

that?

A. Not really official. It is our thinking that we,

'

as farmers, should have confidence in our officials that they

will do what is best for the county and the communitv.

Q. Do you feel that the power plants are a threat to
,

the agriculture economy and agriculture society in Lancaster

'D

.
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{} and surrounding counties ?

A. We feel that nuclear ,swer plants could be, by

contaminating, if worse would have come to worse, look at the

expensive land that could have been contaminated plus all the

people within that. radius. I should add that we have allot of

confidence in the state', but' realizing that many of these

i plants are federal, uhy, naturally we wish to have confid2nce

4 in federal also as far as that is concerned.

REPRESENTATIVE UEMGER: Thank you, Mr. Kinsinger.

CilAIRMAH URIGHT: Fred Taylor.4

'

BY MR TAYLOR:
1

(}
'0 Mr. Kinsinger, the committee, which is meeting

.,
today and which we are vary happy to have the opportunity for

you to appear before them, has been charged with the obligation

I of looking into what happened at Three Mile Island and

subsequent events thereafter. In the process of having these
.

hearings over the last several weeks, it has become apparent

that one of the things that the Commanuealth of Pennsylvania
-|

; has to do as a government and as an operation, which is
,

supposedly provide for the health, safety and welfare of the
| -

people, is to make sure should another incident occur at Three

'

Mile Island or another emergency occur which requires immediate

evacuation of people, that we have a cormunication system that

i

r
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(s works. Now, I understand as you testified earlier, you have a
\_]'

very limited use of radios and no telephones, etc. My question
.

is should an incident like this occur again would there he any

way within your own church cone. unity for you to pass the word

from one family to another in a reasonably short period of time 1
' In other words, do you have a communications system set up?
'

You mentioned the dinner bell in response to Representative

Wright's question.

A. Well, we have a leader for each church district.
|

We have a leader to contact the leaders, if you would state it
i

that way also. It vould be, if it la not an emergency matter !

*

of an hour, it would be the surest word from one of the leaders
,

!

would be followed pretty well, I'd say definite. Where a| ~

i
i

4I public addressing system would cause a lot of confusion and j

sotre would follow it and scre would try to use their own

judgment and think of their property or their cattle. It could

i
cause considerable confusion. '

i

Q. You are saying then that should word be passed !

down from yourself or sorcone from within your community the

members would probably go along with it?

A. That is right. The word would be followed much more

closely.

Q. Is it practical or would it be practical for you

),

.

.g. w -w g ,,, , -,,r- ,.,wm-
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(~ to consider or for your church community to consider estab-

lishing a communications system within your own group so that

shou?.d the word be passed to you, for example, you could pass

it dotm to the leaders in each district, who would then pass

j it down to the members?

A. Since that enters into religion, I think that they
., , , .. . .~

would not approve of establishing a communications system which
.

is not within the church regulations.

Q. I am not talking about a mechanical system, I am

talking about word-of-mouth transcription.

.
A. Naturally that would be. I had in mind you were

4

i

thinking setting up some kind of a TV set or something or other.:

O. No, I am saying word-of-mouth system where you

would transfer the information from family to family or farm

to farm?<

A. Yes, that could be followed closely.
'

O. Would that be practical?

A. It would be practical. I think the attitude at

this point would be that many of the Amish, as they look at it,

they would say we are cross icng the bridge before we get there.

They would be reluctant to ttke any real action because they
I

felt we will never be needing it.
i

MR. TAYLOR: Thank you very much.

)i :

. . -__ -- . -_ -- . .- __ .
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:

--v BY CHAIFJ4AN WRIGHT:
.

Q. How did you learn of the accident at Three Mile

Island?

A. Well, it so happens'that I receive a daily news-

paper and I could follow through with that. On the other hand,

I have daily callers quite often. This was usually a general

discussion for each one that cone in, whether you are posted

as to what is happening.
,

Q. How did the typical Anish farmer learn of the

accident at Three Mile Island?

A. I would say less than 50 percent received it

through the newspapers, the others through gatherings as they

) got together and discussed this.

Q. So it conceivably took a couple of days?

| A. I would say some of them it was a week gone by

before they knew that there was a disturbance at Three Mile

Island..,

4

Q. Nou I assuine you have non-Amish neighbors?

A. Oh, yes.

Q. Is there communication, normal neighborhood

conversation?

A. Yes.

Q. So that is probably one source of information?

LO
,

I

|
|
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.

f}) A. Yes, they would be very concerned.

CliAIPlfAN WRIGi!T: Representativ5 Bennett.

EY REPRESENTATIVE BENNETT:
;

i Q. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr . Kinsinger , j us t a

follou-up on one of the previous questions uhen you were

speaking about the evacuation and bow it might be handled.

Let's-think for a noment, sir, that if it were not a nuclear

accident but some other kind of a catastrophe, whatever it

might be. Correct me if my thinking is wrong, is it against
4

your religion to travel in motor vehicles?

A. No, that is correct. We use motor vehicles where
''" ' the horse and buggy is not practical.

Q. I see. So then you would not be adverse to travel-

ling in a motor vehicle in case of some kind of an emergency?

| A. That is correct.

Q. I just uanted to get that clear in my own mind

because it would seem to me that it would be, at the least,

cumbersome- to try to move the Amish buggies out of the area in

any great haste and I do have some in my own district. I am

from Mercer County, way out in the other end of the state, and

we do have some Amish families there.

REPRESENT 4TIVE BEN 11ETT: That is all, Mr. Chairman.

'

O
I-

e

1
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(J I just wanted to know if it would be okay for them to travel

in a motorized vehicle in case of an evacuation. Thank you.

CIIAIRMAN WRIGHT: Any other members of the commit-

tee or staff who have got questions or comnents?

(No response.)

4
'

CllAIRMAN WRIGIIT: I guess not. So we thank you

very much for coming to us today with your message and

|
answering our questions. You have posed a rather difficult

problen that we have got to try to attempt to solve at sone

point. Thank you very much for coming,
t
'

MR KINSINGER: ..Yes and thank you.

O; -

CHAIRMAN WRIGilT: We now have I guess two, three

people from Beaver County, Mr. Robe?t Zapsic, Planning

Director of Beaver County; Mr. Dan Donatella, Director of

Enargency Management from Beaver County; Mr. Ralph Gerace,
i

Executive Director of Emergency Management, Beaver County.

Perhaps all three of you would like to cone up and sit at the

table together.
;

MR. ZAPSIC: Uith the Chairman's permission, Mr.
t

Donatella will speak first on what preceded and what has taken

place up until about May of this year.

CUAIR!!AN WRIGilT: Did I pick the right three

4

,
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,e 3 people?
l !v

MR. ZAPSIC: Correct.

CllAIRMAN WRIGHT: And I have got the narres?

I-Ut. ZAPSIC: Correct.

CHAIRMAN URIGHT: Now would you gentlemen raise

your right hand?

ROBERT ZAPSIC, DAN DONATELLA, RALPl! GERACE,

called as uitnesses, being duly sworn, testified

as follow:

CHAIRMAN WRICHT: Who is going to lead off?

When you.do will you give your name and position for the
es
() stenographer please?_

MR. DONATELLA: My nane is Dan Donatella. I am

the Civil Defense Director for the County of Beaver.

To put uhat we are about to testify on into

perspective, I wanted to rive the committee sort of a

chronological order of events that happened in Beaver County

with our particular nuclear plants. Of course, Beaver County

has had the distinction of having not only the tirst nuclear

plant in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, but the very first

one in the nation because the original plant was constructed

in 1957, some 22 years ago. At that particular time there was

,

Q)
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{. a plan that was developed, a joint effort by the utility

coupany, the Westinghouse Atomic part of the Bettis Plant,
'

the Naval Reactor Division of the Atomic Energy Commission and

the Beaver County Office of Civil Defense. This plan. uns

based upon information obtained from various government sources

such as the following: 1. The existing disaster plans used

j at the government owned and operated nuclear facilities,
i

particularly those engaged in nuclear weapons programs at the
4 time. 2. The basis for the potential off-site radiological

dose estimates was an ATC technical publication and this'

:

; document estimated maximum radiological dose rates at various

distances.from the plant that might possibly occur with the
; s .

effects of a major loss of a coolant accident. This accident
'

,

was determined to be the accident that could yield the greatest

possible off-site radiological consequences.
.

The Beaver County Office of Civil Defense developed

plane for the notification and protection of the general public
i
living within the vicinity of the plant. These included plans

i for the evacuation of all individuals within a three and a half

mile radius of the plant and the establishment of road blocks

to prevent entry into the three and a half mile area by motor

t- vehicles. The plant did include the establishment of road
4

blocks and the use of portable curvey radiation instrucents to

:
1
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'L- determine the radiological dose in preselected locations in a

downwind direction from the plant; use of radio and television

stations to make any necessary public announcements.

There were outside agencies that were called upon

in order to render assistance and they were contacted and

familiarized with the emergency plan. These agencies include

the United States Weather Bureau, Pennsylvania Railroad for

control of railroad traffic, since our plant does have railroad

traffic nearby, U. S. Corps of Engineers for contrcl of river

traffic and Pennsylvania State Police.,

Radio communication between the control center

located at Shippingpart Atomic Power Station and an alternate

control center located in Beaver County Civil Defense Head-

quarters was established. Over the years, the utility

company participated in the industrial Civil Defense Council

at Eeaver monthly meetings; the employees from the utility

corpany were helpful in training members of the Civil Defense

in use of a portable radiation monitoring instrument. Because

I sant to be on record certainly that I am not, in any stretch

of the imagination, a nuclear expert. I am here, of course,

giving testimony as to only what has taken place over the past

22 years in Beaver County. I might further point out, that I

have only been Civil Defense Director in our county for the

g
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{~p last several years. There were. people that' preceded me that
~

-did work on the present evacuation plan as we know it in

Beaver County.

In early 1970, the utility company prepared a

draft of the plan for the Beaver Valley Power Station. The

utility company was applying at the; time to the Atomic Energy
,

Commission for the construction permit to begin building the

Beaver-Valley Power Station. This draft was discussed with the

advisory committee on reactor safeguards in early 1970.

Aside from the original Shippingport Plant that

was constructed in 1957, there is presently what is known as

Beaver Valley Power Station Number One and Number Two under
~

construction presently. Now, the responsible utilities;

companies' personnel had discussions with myself, and of course,

;

|
'

the Beaver County Connissioners, and present today in the room

; -is the Chairman of our Board of Beaver County Commissioners ,

! Mr Eli J. Corak. I wanted that noted for the record.
|

Ve began to work on the development of a plan for

Beaver. County. The Beaver County Commissioners understood the

need to provide and naintain a plan that was designed to assure
4

that the citizens of Beaver County would be informed of an

existence of an emergency situation and be provided guidance*

concerning what action they should take to minimize the potential>

D
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threat to themselves and their families. They instructed the

director, the Civil Defense Director, which is myself, to
_

continue to cooperate with the-utility company and with the

existing state and federal agencies in revising and updating

the existing emergency plan to include their recognition that

another nuclear facility was under construction in the borough

of Shippingport at the time.

During the years of 1971 through 1975 the plan for

Beaver Valley was developed and agreements had been entered

into from several of the agencies that might be involved in

rendering assistance for any emergency that may arise. Then I

have here, of course, a list of sote of the agencies which were
,

involved such as the United States Weather Bureau, the Beaver-

County Police Communicatio.ns Center, the number of industries

in the area and these agencies include responsible people that

would respond should we need then in the event of a nuclear

accident at the Shippingport Plant.

Now, the plan includes actions that might be
,

required in the event of a release of radioactive materials

through the air or water of one of the nuclear plants located

at Shippingport. Meetings have been held with representatives

of some of the people I have centioned to discuss the actions
;

that might be required in.the event that the plan is' required

,

|
,

i
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f*]- to be implemented.
V

Never before did Beaver County ever have occasion
,

to test the plan such as what you people have- here at Three

Mile Island. But we do have in effect the plan and this is.one

reason why Mr. Zapsie, you will be hearing testimony from hin

later. He will bring the committee up to date as to where we

stand presently, because he was involved in extension of the-

plan. Now, it was formerly established and recognized that a
a release of

nuclear incident of any kind that resulted in/ radioactive

materials would receive widespread attention by the news media

and that a clear understanding of the divisiaiof responsibility<

in accord: with each agency that might be involved was , of,

() '

course, essential. Using these groups that had been involved

in attempting to implement the plan and of the radiological

emergency plan, the following understandings were formalized,

that is, in Beaver County.

The utility company, as operators of the facility,

were responsible for the following: there were clear guidelines

established in Beaver County as to who would be responsible for.

what. The utility company's responsibility was the notificatior.
1

to other previously mentioned agencies that a situation occurred |'

that had already released or has the potential to release

radioactive materials. In this particular case, the Shipping-
n

O.

:
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,

. .. ..

'l'') port Plant is operated by the.Duquesne Light Company. They
kzm

would take action, of course, to bring the situation under

control and assess the concentration and. duration of radio-

active material released and terminate the future release of

radioactive material.

| Also, the radiological survey teams would.he

dispatched to deternine the levels of radioactivity in the;

environment, in the affected area and the downwind direction or

downstream. water treatment plant.

; Humber two, the Pennsylvania Departrent of

Environnental Resources, the Bureau of Radiological Health,

would determine the magnitude of the three to public health

'h'
'

and safety and provide recommendations to utate and local civil

' '

defense headquarters and local water works concerning what

; action should be taken to protect the health and safety of the

public.

It was concluded that all press releases concerning

conditions of the plant would be issued by the utility company
*

and all-press releases'concerning the radiological conditions

external to the plant would be issued by the Pennsylvania

Bureau of Radiological Health. The Bureau of Radiological

j . Health would, as quickly as possible, dispatch their own

monitoring teams to the affected areas to obtain independent

i-
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radiological readings upon which they would base their future

recommendations.
<

Number three, Beaver County's Civil Defense

organization, working in cooperation with the Beaver County

Police Radio I!cadquarters, which happens to be located in the

same building, would be responsible for the notification of all
.

local municipal authorities of the existence of an emergency.

; They are also responsible for the establishment of road blocks

for directing all actions involving the relocation and care of
,

'

citizens in the event that an evacuation had to be required.

The Beaver County Commissioners at that time, who
J

is presently Senator James Ross , was the Chairman, at that time

s/ included the present Chairman of the Board of Commissioners
!

Eli Corak, who is present and also Mr. Corak is Mayor of the!

J

; Rorough of Midland and, of course, the present conmissioner,

j George Pettibond, and was kept informed to the best that we

could of the development of the plans concerning the plans

! designed to protect the citizens of Beaver County. Now, at that

time when wh were developing this plan, there was not the
,

attention , of course , of the activity at .hree Mile Island.

There were a number of meetings held by agencies, local
.

governments, some of the local industry, and we met almost on

'

- a regular basis putting this plan together. And again, the

(
,

!
a +

7

t-
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e')- plan never really hit the media.because we did not have a Three
v

Mile Island incident, but we do like to feel that the County of

Beaver was working on it in anticipation that there could be

some kind of_a nuclear accident..

!
The present commissioners , the Peaver County group,

Commissioners Corak, Pettibond and Camp, and my instructions

from them as Civil Defense Director of Beaver County care from

the Chairman of the Board, Mr. Corak. Thus I was to cooperate
i

fully with all agencies and groups to assure that the required

plans and procedures are nmintained in a state of readiness to

the best of its make-up_ and insure that any actions required

to protect the health and safety of the citizens of Beaver
i -

County are constantly available and current. In March of 1979

prior to the incident at Three Mile Island, Beaver County Civil

Defense Agency and the utility company had discussed providing

better facilities at the Civil Defense Headquarters for an

ultimate emergency control center which is to be used in the

event that a radiological emergency response plan was activated.

! The plan at this stage has been manageable due to the fact

; there is a relatively low population in the current plan of

three and a half miles. Presently, our plan that had been

developed over the years and is continuing to be revised, only

covered, of course, a three and a half mile radius. All state

'O

l
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O- and federal guidelines that we had coming down from the state
~j

-level, from the federal level, only suggested a three mile

radius. We went a little beyond that in an ultimate plan that

encompassed a three and a half mile radius in that particular

area. The three and a half mile radius, of course, wasn't too

' difficult to manage because within that particular radius we

.only had approximately 10,000 people that encompassed the three

mile area.

Of course , now because of Three Mile Island we are

presently developing a plan that would reflect a ten mile

radius which magnifies the problem, of course, because in the

projected: ten mile plan that we are now presently developing
O ,

we are probably engaging over 300,000 people. So that it does |

become a lot more complicated logistically when you move out of

the plan. Mr. Zapsic will address you on that to bring you up

to date where we stand on that plan as soon as I finish my

presentation.

An evacultion plan had been prepared and it is on

file. Nobody has disputed it on how good or bad it was. We,

of course, do have a plan that is in effect. As a result of

the incident- of Three Mile Island, the existing emergency plan,

as I had stated, is being revised to include the possible

evacuation of people within'the ten mile radius. The inclusion

O

|
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of several fair size towns increase the number of population,

as I had indicated, from approximately 10,000 to 300,000 people,

Now, I have come to the conclusion that some areas

should receive special consideration from both the state and

possibly the federal government agencies. It is my understanding

probably the reason why we are here offering what had happened

in Scaver County, this committee, of course, would put together

that people came before to testify and, hopefully, would send

down to the county level some solid guidelines that we could

cercainly base our plan on. And we, of course, look to state

go rcrnnent as well as federal government for help in revisint,

these plans. At tha time we began working on the plans and

my predecessors, there vaan't too much, of course, coming from

the federal or state level, and I have to say that probably the

best job was donc at the time working with, let's say, solely

through the utility corpanies. We had to depend on them, their

technology, to tell us about the nuclear plant in order to put

the plan together.

Tha expanded area enconpassed hostels and hores for

the aged, of course, in Beaver County. I don't want to get

into it because Mr. Zapsic will cover some of that. But the

problem was magnified by the ten rile radius. Uc are presently ,

1

developing the ten nile plan in Beaver County. Mr. Zapsic will |
o

1
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()( . speak to that, but I do want to make several comments and I will;

conclude my presentation and I will, hopefully, turn it over

to Mr. Za'psic.<

But it seems to me that there must be a clear

understanding concerning whether or not any individual is free

to choose to remain in an area to be evacuated should that be

necessary. There is some confusion on the local level whether

or not we can order somebody to leave his dwelling, his home,

his place of business, or anything else. There is no crystal

clear guidelines that I know of from the State Government or
.

from a federal level that either compels an individual or that

wa have the authority tc order him out of there. If we ran
m

into that situation, which probably they did at Three Mile

Island, by refusal of some of the public to vacate the area

could Le a problem.
,

Also, I think that arrangements for the cooperation

of the National Guard to assist in such things as traffic;

control, maintaining the peace, prevention of looting in evacuated
i

,

areas should be .made. Presently our plan calls for 'the evacuation

of segmented areas. We probably could, with the assistance of

the Sheriff's Department, control traffic up to a point. But

who goes into the community to prevent looting and what have you

in the event of such an emergency.
rw i

as)
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(c-) - It also appeared, fron the Three Mile Island
A ./

situation, that a clear understanding concerning when the public

should be evacuated and who represented the ultimate authority

had not been determined in advance. These matters should be

clearly identified as early as possible to avoid confusion

should any event occur at another nuclear facility. When the-

final radiological emergency plan and the previously mentioned

matters are resolved, descriptive pamphlets, of course, this

falls on the responsibility of the Civil Defense Office, is to

make the public more aware that there are plans in effect and

perhaps even working through the school districts to get them

accuainted and knowledgeable and sort of warn them that there

could be an accident at any nuclear plant, and if you do, this

is what you should do. One of the situations proposed to me as

Civil Defense Director for the short time I had been there, if

a man is, of course, employed with his employer and his wife is

at home and there is a child in school does a guy run home to

his wife and try to get to his family, does he go to a pre-

determined selected site hoping to meet them there. And I

think that this kind of information could be disseminated

through the local Civil Defense Office to make the public more

aware of what to expect if, in fact, there were some kind of

an emergency. We have operated, of course, in the county, have

O
L)
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fr'$ been fortunate for_22 years and to my knowledge there has never
(_f2

been any major type of nuclear accident in Beaver County. So,

'

we have been somewhat fortunate.

[ The local and county officials should be informed

concerning uho will release the official announcements on

emergency conditions. I think presently it is vague, coming

from the state level, as to even my orders of informing me of

what to do in the event that there was an evacuation.

This sort of puts i'to perspective what hasn
,

happened in Beaver County for the last 22 years. We have a
1

plan, I don't think it is the best plan. We can all learn

something from Three Mile Island. The three and a half mile
O- plan that' mos't' nucle'ar. plants are ~ofp e r a t' i n g is not

sufficient. Nuclear accidenta can happen. I think that we
t

need to be prepared. And'the reason why Mr. Zapsic is here
i
.,

today, we were working with PEMA, the Department here, we were

asked to expand that plan and upgrade it. Ue were given a

deadline to complete the plan for Beaver County within a

reasonable period of time.

*

Uc engaged the services of Mr. Zapsic, who is our

[ Planning Director, simply because of the technical experience j

involved his planning staff, the logistics involved, it was too

much of a project for any County Civil Defense Director

TC:1
.

i

i
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,

,-fg 'certainlyLto take on hinself. Because, in fact, when you are
:V

talking about' th'e possibility of evacuating up' to - 300,000
J

people, it would be. beyond my ability ' to do that.

oSo Mr. Chairman , if you don ' t mind, I would. like .'
t,

to call on Mr.~Zapsic to bring the cormittee up to date on what

he has done'in developing our ten mile plan.

CHAIRMAN URIGHT: I would like to interrupt for a4

,

-second by pointing out that it is quite warm in here. Those

of you who don't have your jackets off like I do, please feel

free to do so.

[- Uould you identify yourself?
i'
| MR. ZAPSIC: I am Robert Zapsic. I an Executive

) Director of Beaver County Planning Commission. As a citizen

of Pennsylvania , I an. pleased to tee how this select cormittee

i is looking into the accident of TMI nuclear plant. As a
|

| planner, I an even more pleased that an examination is being

nade'into the planning process concerning a mass evacuation
;

j that varies with nuclear plants before another incident or

accident happens.

This flurry of activity out of Washington and
i

Harrisburg indicates the governments' responses as generally
.

|- after'the fact. Let's have an accident and then we will

prepare our plans.,

c(;) >

t

;
'
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,

Now, the nuclear plant at-Shippingport in Beaver^

'

: County has been in operation for over 20 years. When it was
o
i

first started, little1 thought was given ' to the would-be: hazard .

of peacetine use of nuclear-power. ~Having a nuclear power
.

. plant is not something - to be feared, but rather a thing to be
i .

.

c

encouraged as a sign of a progressive, forward' community. In-
_

.
deed, in Beaver County the presence of Shippingport nuclear

i -
$

! plant was touted as a positive point of interest for outsiders.
-

Exoectations were.very high at the safe, economical-caergy'that,

we would have. There'was very, very.little, if any, discussion

of any evacuation that would be necessary. There-were
,

I. safeguards . built into the plant and from that particular point

there wasn't-much at the local level that was to be done. What
,.

i was done was in conj unction with the Civil Defense and the local

power plants.
:
- Needless to say, recent events have caused about

1 a 180 d e g.r e e turn in the public's perception and

attitude towards nuclear pouer and whether or not to have a

nuclear power plant in your backyard as an asset.

Concerns over the environment have-begun to erode ;

sore of the once nearly. universal support of peaceful nuclear-

use. Last spring, the accident at Three Mile Island completely

s- ripped' apart any shred of consensus that there is~a peaceful
i

1
4
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/"s. _ ~ use of nuclear power. Public consciousness has now raised the
*

;

t/
point that planning for a nucicar emergency has taken place in

a fish bowl of publicity. These hearings are'one facet of the
,

concern arising from governmental bodies , consur.er groups ,

anti-nuclear organizations and people really fed up over the

energy crisis and energy prices. This makes the planning

process a little difficult in itself.
-

In 1975, Beaver County Civil Defense Office

prepared its evacuation plan for a 3.5 mile radius of the plant.

Of course, you have heard that that is not enough and we tcust

go to ten miles. Since June of this year, the county has been

at work on a ten cdle evacuation plan. This plan will provide
(s
\- for the evacuation of approximately 200,000 in Beaver County,

also, it crosses the ten rile circle into the state of Uest

Virginia and into the state of Ohio. And agreements must be,

worked out with those particular states.

3-
Looking at the overall plan it is one massive

,

coordinated ef fort to try to get all of the agencies and all

of the persons involved to look up to and say if there is an

energency, if there is an incident what and whose responsibility

is it to do what.

Now several areas of concern other than the

expected _ technical difficulties, I would like to go over these,

A
Q,) -
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f*S ~ because I think the answer is at the federal or the state level.

\m)
-I am'not going to say it's the state, I am not going to say it'n

the federal, but one that comes up repeatedly is communications
.

the need~for a single source of information. It must be

factual'and authoritative because in this particular day and

age the rumors run rampant and that would destroy the very

fabric of any collective type of cohesive movement that one may

have. It might even think in terms of rumor hot lines where

people can actually get an answer to a particular question at

a particular time and that one voice should be a coordinated
f

,
voice on the federal, state and county. But be it uhichever,

there should be one voice talking.(y .

\''/ You know the perspectives, when we say that the

corpany from the inside would be making the statements and,

someone from the outside would be making the statements, one

must realize that two perspectives are entirely different and'

j this is why I would encourage that thought be given to this
i'

idea of one particular voice.
,

Also, the communications to the citizens of the

' county, we are working on that. The idea of the preceding

witness insofar as people in the field, etc. , we will come up'

with some type of communications system to attenpt to get to

all citizens. 1:owever, Mr. Donatella did point out the very,
'

13t-

:.
l

,
'

)
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.

/""N - very pertinent question is is what force does notification-have,
\, )

The second area is technical assistance. The state

has come in, especially since the passage of the 1970_Act, the

Emergency Management Act, and has offered ruch assistance, and

'

this technical assistance is needed by local and county

municipalities. It is needed to evaluate information minimizing

the interpretation or interpretive process of non-technical

persons or individuals.

Now I have here a 1974 safety evaluation of the

power plant of Duquesne Light. In reading it, I would have
f

thought that that thing was pretty darn safe. Now, I am sure

at the time that che Atomic Energy Commission made that particu-

(' '

'
lar determination, that they thought it was sa fe . But I think'-

- the difficulty comes in in nany instances when the regulator
i

and regulatec is the same. I think there should be checks and

balances in relation to this type of information. Any conflict

of purpose or interese should not be allowed to happen and

therefore there has to be one particular governnental agency

monitoring the situation. Knowledge is the best antidote for

panic. And in Beaver County we would have a different type of
!

situation if there was a need for or a need for a decision to>

evacuate and it must be based on strong technical knowledge.

Because in the icrediate vicinity of the, well, not the irrediate

>9kj
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ff'j vicinity but within the five, six, seven mile area,-there are
V

many, many_ industrial plants, large ones, which when someone

says shut down it going to cost an awful lotaof money. Because

you must bani; . blast furnaces , you must shut' down in an orderly

canner. And of course, in a panic situation, this is going to

be extremely difficult to do. So the decisions are going to.

have to be_well thought a n . d ,- of course , going back to
~

corrunications uith- the emphasis and the power of the government

behind them.;

The third area, and I believe the state is best to
,

#

handle this, is the assistance and general persuasion needed to

obtain cooperative agreements. Not hammering them out over
'

years, but there must be a way to say to certain involved

agencie's that this must be done. You ray not like to do it.

Also, with municipalities it would be nice if you could get all

of the municipalities to agree. But all of the municipalities
,

in Beaver County, there are 54, 53 and a part of another one,

but they do not all have the same levels of expertise or

-governrental management. So therefore there is going to have

'
to be an override and it is easier to get cooperation with

clear and definitive responsibility and obligation before the
,

fact rather than stumble around when the need arises. The

state, also, I feel should be concerned with the longer range
.

i

I

I
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implementation, 'the location and the -allecation of resources

:which may be needed in a particular' emergency.
L
'

.One other thing I would like to totich upon, and it

'aay or may not be a part of this cornittee's charge, however,

j I think that one cannot overlook the ' idea of the nuclear waste
~

problem. .Because someday that may turn into a particular*

larger problen and we will be responding to that. So, while
,

we're looking into the entire incident, can a problen be

~ presently developing that soreone is unaware of. Thank you.
.

CHAIRMAN URIGilT: Thank you. Do you have a

; statement you would like to make?
'l

MR. GERACE: I only have a few comnants. And
'

,

Beaver County ---

CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: Can we have your name?

MR. GERACE: My name is Ralph Gcrace. I an

Executive Director of Beaver County. I work under the Beaver
.

j County Commissioners plus Dan Donatella.
L

In my office we have all set up, we work with

police centers where everything can go out from the police

center if anything happens. We cover 54 runicipalities and I

have 54 directors, a director in each municipality. I meet

j with them, being, that everyone knew what happened at Three

! Mile Island. I sat down with the directors. Right now, at the

'

1 .t.

1
&
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; ,g/"S - present time, each director in the 54 municipalities is meeting
4

with their supervisors , their commissioners or their thyor.
.

We are sitting down right now and discussing a plan of-.

evacuation. They meet with the commissioners, whatever you
i have, fire chiefs,-fire police. Lately, I have been meeting

with hospitals. We meet with the Salvation Army plus. Red Cross ,

etc., in Beaver County.

At the present time we are set up right now with
I

the hospitals, Red Cross, Salvation Arny, whatever we have

right now on a different type of plan. On mass care, on your

traveling,.how you get evacuated, what routes, etc. I brought

a map her.e, drew up of each municipality in Beaver County,

population, routes, etc. I have right here with me the-

directive of the 54 municipalities if you gentlemen care to;

look them over, you are welcome.

Like I say, the Beaver County Commissioners, Mr.;

~r

Donatella, we are workin:; in Beaver County in setting up these
,

plans and uhatever we can do. But the most inportant thing I

aluays did say, the public right now, and I don't care uhere it

is at, Harrisburg or wherever you 80, they get panicky. I say,-

being that they get panicky, naturally, we get calls dotm in

Eeaver County, believe it or not even on the radios, people day

after day get on this radio and say, do we have an evacuation?
p
b>

i

- . ,
.
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!;[*j That is lack-of communication. Right now, like I say, my 54
\_),

'

directors in Beaver County , tse have met two, three times

already. I want them to go back to their own municipalities or
I borough or whatever they have, sit down with their councils,

set up an evacuation, set up mass care. That is a very

-inportant thing right now in Beaver County. That is all I have

{ to say.

CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: Thank you.

BY CHAIRMAN WRIGliT: (To Mr. Donatella)

Q. I think some of us who do not live in western

Pennsylvania need a little basic education to start with. Is

{ there three reactors in Beaver County, Shippingport I gather,

is there Beaver 1 and Ecaver 2?

A. Yes, Beaver Valley Number 1 and Leaver Valley

Number 2 is presently under construction.. Shippingport is one

that has been there since 1957.

Q. So there is only.one in operation?

A. Yes, did the committee not receive the photos that
.

we sent down? If you tiill look there, this one here is the in- '

itial one, this is Ecaver Valley Nunber 1 and 2 presently under

construction. This is where the stacks will go for the ones

'

under construction presently.

Q. Uhat power company is operating what station?
:GV

;

|

|
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.

A. -Duquesne. Light Company.
~

;. Q. What is the rating capacity at Shippingport'which
:

' is under operation?
,

MR. ZAPSIC: Approxir.ately 60,000 in the-larger one

is 862 regawatts. I believe that is the numbers.

<

BY CHAIPJ!AN WRIGHT: (To Mr. Zapsic)

Q. Now the one that you see the beginning of-the

construction will that be another 850,0007
,

A. I understand it will be,. sir. Then rijtt across;

from it are two fossil plants and it is quite a power center.

! Q. Are those two fossil plants , are they coal burning

fossil plants?
,

A. Yes, Bruce fiansfield, ?cnnsylvania Power, operates

it.

i

Q. Uho does?

| A. Pennsylvania Power.
:

Q. Pennsylvania Power?.

A. So there is concentration, that is, pouer.
,

i

I- Q. Are those two fossil plants under citation by EPA,

|. do you know?

A. I believe they are free of citation. I understand
i

that there are citizens' complaints.

t
Q. As far ~as you knou they are not now being threatened

EO - i
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f's, with fines, installation of scrubbers?
G'

[ A. As - o f . right now , _to my knowledge, they are not.

CHAIPJ4AN URIGIIT: Fred Tavlor.
4

i
'

BY MR TAYLOR: (To Mr. Donatella)
t-

;: Q. Just for purposes of clarification, Mr. Donatella,

in your testimony you said, and I assume from you what said,
,

'- also, you were not on board back in 1957?

A. That is correct.

I

i Q. But from your recollection, from your recollection
4

| of facts, you did say at that point in time you developed a

- plan at the request of the company. It is Duq. 3ne Light, is

- ('T that righ't? Did the conpany initiate the moves for you to;

\)
I start preparing your original plan?

MR. ZAPSIC: If I may answer that, the first power,

plant was. built.i

1

MR. DO:!ATELLA: It was a joint effort.

; MR. ZAPSIC: Ey the Federal Government and

Westinghouse presently is operating that on a contract. And
1

' the, if I can dig through here, the plan that.wns put together,

as v.y understanding of going back historically, was the nuclear,
,

f it was a nuclear evacuation plan, Shippingport, Shippingport

. atomic emergency evacuation plan. That was put together by
-

Westingbause, AEC and Ducuesne Light,

i
,>

i

i
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|
,

- BY MR . TAYLOR : (To Mr. Donatella)

Q. _I guess that was in cooperation with uhat was-then,

: now the NRC, AEC at that tine?
~

s

l- A. Right.

Q. And you have been updating that as you have gone.,

along as I understand from what you said?

A. Yes. What had happened, there was no requirenent'

for the civil defense people to be involved in a plan. It was

the first one in the nation. There were no guidelines at the
.

time and the plan that was developed was by the utility

corpany, the Westinghouse Atomic Power Division, the Bettis

Plant, and they brought in the Naval Reactor Division of Atomic
, -

'

Energy. At that time they uere devising a plan based on nuclear^ '-
.

t
4- weaponry and what the state of the art was at the time.
i-

There fore , they developed a plan. The county nor the civil

defense office at that time, I do not believe, was involved.
'

!

DY "R. TAYLOR: (To Mr. Zapsic)

:.
; Q. Thank you. One more question fec Mr. Zapsic, for
i

the record again. You centioned that you now have, well, you

|had in effect, you still have in effect the three and a half

rile plan and you are now going into a ten mile plan, I assume

possibly a 20 mile plan and you said the ten mile plan would
;

'

include parts of West Virginia and Ohio?

O
;

,

! .
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(N
t J A. Yes , sir , _Ilancock - County and Columbia.<

Q. My question is where do you feel that you fit in

as far as responsibility is concerned in telling West.

Virginia and Ohio on what to do?

| A. I feel I do not. However, I feel that the responsi-

2

bility,:and we do hsve,as a matter of fact this Thursday, .

through the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency, we do havc

a meeting with persons from liancock in Columbia County to let

them know what we are doing. They can piggyback, plug in or-

be made aware of what is transpiring across our line.
,

MR. TAYLOR: Thank you.

ps i CIIAIRMAN URIGHT: Representative Reid Bennett.<

.L)i

REPRESENTATIVE BENNETT: Thank you, "r. Chairman,

,

i

BY REPRESENTATIVE BENNETT: (To Mr. Donatella)

. Q. Mr. aatella, in your testirony you indicated to5

|

the committee, if I understand your con.ments , that some areas
,

should have special consideration from the state and federal'.

Would you elaborate on that?

A. Okay, I'll have to dig it back out here. I had

r.ade some recommendations at the conclusion. I think this is

what you are referring to.

Q. Yes.

O.

,

r
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~ A. 'Yes, I state here that I come to the conclusion
a

that-sorte areas-should receive some special consideration from

-both the state and federal. And.I itemize about four or five

s tater,en t s . One was the clear understanding concerning

whether or not an individual can be evacuated from the area

without him wanting to be. I think that they ran into several

problems at TMI, that the people'did not want to leave the

area. I don't think it is crystal clear whether we could

compel a resident to leave his dwelling by law or force him

out. So what I am saying is that there.should be some under-

standing on the local civil defense level that if we run into

a situation where we are evacuating the area and persons refuse
O to leave, do we have the authority to make them leave?

Q. You might just then leave that list with the

committee.

A. I would be happy to do that.

Q. One other question, I'm impressed with what you

have told the corrittee about your plans, your evacuation plans

and all the othe- things. I would be interested in knowing if

you have, how of ten you might test your plan? Do you run

periodic tests , do - you have dry runs of any kind?

A. This is what I had pointed out earlier. Ue-have a

plan in effect. The Civil Defense Office, along with sore of

O
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['f - the other agencias, meet and discuss the plan periodically.

\-/ . .

We revise it, but I said, fortunately, we had never put it to
-

test. We' meet-on the plan in setting up' sore of-the problems

that we could foresce such as routcs of evacuation, being in-
r

contact 'with the communications center. We have, you know, the;

.

! conitoring stations, etc. But the plan was never tested, to

answer your question.
,

Q. No offense intended, but the best laid plana of

i mice and men often go astray. If you do not test your plan,
!

why don't you?

A. It would be pretty difficult to test the plan just

because-of the sheer numbers involved. I would like to clarify
,

q\'
,

that the plan has been tested as far as the line of corrunica-
i

tion is concerned.

Q. That'is what I am interested in.

A. I'm sorry, yes. The plan has been tested as far as
-

,
T

the line of communications is concerned, who is to be contacted,i

and so on and so forth. But actually, the plan does call for

; an evacuation and we have never rotten into that. We have never

attempted to evacuate a segment of the three and a half milef-

circle. But certainly, yes , we are in contact with some of the

rajor industries there and some of their people attend rectings

on a regular basis and the connunication lines are tested, to

/~T
*

L);
,

;

,
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.

. .

; answer your question, yes.

:Q. Do you think it might be advisable, sir, to test

^

in certain areas an actual evacuation? I don't suggest that

; 'you would bring those 10 000 people out of that area , we are-

,

nou to 300,000, I am. not suggesting that at all. But perhaps

a small percentage of perhaps a volunteer group at a certain
,

. em.
'

time and set up sorething and say, okay, these, out of these
4

500 people in these areas , we are going to take 5 people out

i of there end see how this would work. IInd that thought

occurred to you?
!

A. No , up until :the attention that -has come about with
f

Three Mile Island, we were sitting there thinking we were in

pretty good shape quite frankly. We had a plan in effect and~.

'I

sore of tha problers that have now surfaced because of that
,

4

weren't tested and we depended upon what we had in effect, but

we never did attenpt to try to evacuate anybody in Beaver
;

; County.
i

| Q. I uould repeat then, do you think it might be a

good idea to actualb try to evacuate a certain percentage of

the population of a certain area?

A. Yes , under the circumstances presently I think it

probably would be'a goo'd idea. It probably, what Bob is putting

. together, what he is doing right now, that night very well be
,

i'

;

i-
I

, .
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~. the case.

Q. Who would stand the cost of that?-

:

A. This is another unanswered question. Some of the

things Tee are a little leery about also, it is not clear who
,

would stand the cost of that. We do n ' t know. Bob, do you have
'

a comment on that?

j MR.. ZAPSIC: This is one of the discussions that

we had with the State Emergency Management Agency that when you

begin to move people across county lines into these mass care

facilities, we ask then, whose responsibility does this become?

If you move 10,000 people, hypothetically, into Mercer County

where you,, I believe, are from and they stayed there as an

) evacuee from the county and let's nut a price on there of

$100, we are talking about a nillion dollars. Uhere is that ;

i

money going to come from? At this particular time the answers '

ara, well, it vill come out of the emergency fund or some type
'

( of thing, the Federal Government disaster. But that is a very
L

basic question and we have asked that that be clarified. This

is very, very true. Of course, you're not going to be concernec,

when you get out about who is going to pay for it, but here

again, if you do look at it beforehand, the resistance that may
.

; pop. up in host counties or in host schools or host municipali-
t

j ties nay-be gotten out of the way beforehand.
*

r~
Ns)g ;
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4

REPRESENTATIVE BENNETT: Thank you, Mr. Zapsic.
Os,-

;

BY REPRESENTATIVE BENNETT: (To !!r. Donatella)
,

Q. Again, Mr. Donatc 11a , if you were to run a test of
1

your emergency plan and if you were to evacuate a small number

i of people as a test, again, that probably would be costly. Do

J you think that the Stata Government ought to foot the bill for

these kinds of tests or do you think the county ou3 t to do it?h

Really, who ought to pick up that tab?

A. If, of course, the Commonwealth is going to make it
e

a requirerent, ' and no doubt sore forthcoming legislation

4 conpelling us to test the plan in that nanner periodically,
,

they shouI'd consider some of the costs that are going to be

involved. I don't believe that the counties, presently, are in

any kind of position with the way funding is to forego any

expenses. Ue depend largely on revenue sharing presently to

operate the county government with. I know there would be no

funds available to get into those kinds of tests.

| q. Unfortunately, most of us in public office, at
I

whatever level, is at the nercy of the taxpayer who keeps
i

saying to us give re this but don't raise my taxes. You get it
'

; and ue get it and all of us in public office at uhatever level.

; I don't want to harbor on the cost here, as Mr. Zapsic said in
.

'

his testinony, once it is donc sorebody is going to pay for it,
O - - '

|
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('3 it will core from sone place. But I am concerned, really, and
L)

again, no offense against your plan, I think from what you have

described you do have a good one. But it really never has been

tested and that bothers me somewhat. Not j ust your county ,

but all the other counties in the state that have nuclear

reactors. So therefore my question as to how we might imple-

nent t hese test runs and where the funds are going to come

from, Mr. Zapsic?

IIR. ZAPSIC: May I comment? Because insofar as

hicking these things around, and I am not going to suggest that

thia be done but I think it may be looked into, that a portion

of the utility tax be set aside in escrow for any particular
O '

\/ type of incident, costs, because it would appear that the

comonwealth, the citizens of the Commontcalth must bear the

burden if it is not comin," out of a particular fund. Now, of

course, everyone uses the utility, but I think you're getting

into a very, very fine line and it may be that portions of this

money should be set aside because the T:11 incident, they talk

overwhelming numbers. I don't know how much a hundred million

dollars is and things of this. Itaybe the liouse does --

BY MR. BCNNETT: (To Mr. Zapsic)

| 0. I don't know either.
!

. A. You talk about them, I don't even tall about them.

1 (2/
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Uhat I would suggest is that there be sone type of a fund

established or rechanism established because, for instance,

why should Beaver County foot the bill for a particular nuclear

plant of this type when ruch of the electricity goes into Ohio.

It goes into Lawrence County and things of this nature. I

t' ink we are talking about power being on a regional basish

rather than on a county basis. And so to say, to saddle the

county with the burden because the fact is the plant is there,

it's the same as a roaduay and an expressway when you're going

through a particular county and saying that that is that

county's expressway.

Q. Just one more question, Mr. Chairman. Along the

lines of your paasible sumentions of having the utilities'

tar pay a part of this, do you think we might break that down

ottly to nuclear pouer rather than fossil fuels and all the

others picking up the tab for the evacuation plans?

A. I have not given it that nuch thought, but I would

nahe an assumption that this part, in all probability, I would

say all because tha increasing use of nuclear pover, which I

understand would be at about 12 percent and going to 25 percent

in 1985, 1990, uhatever numbers you want to use, will permeate

all of the power industry. And as I said, it was the suggestion

of where are you going to latch onto the noney? And so it

\

)
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would seem the best place for it would be at the source.

REFRESENTATIVE EENNETT: Thank you, Mr. Chairran.

CIIAI1DIAN URIGliT: Representative O'Brien.

BY REPRESENTATIVE 0'BRIEN: (To Mr. Donatella)

Q. I see you have a plan. In the case of an emergency

say, in your area you have an accident. Who do you wait to

give the order, the Mayor, your local Civil Defense, your

State Civil Defense or do you wait until the Governor declares

an er.ergency?

A. I am assuning that you are making reference to a

nucle r accident of some kind?

(~ Q. Right,
v./

A. Presently right now, it is the utility company

who deternines that they have a problem and there would be no

'eav for us to knou. That is, the conpany that operates the

plant, that they vould have a problem other than then telling

us and the chain of events in our olan calls for them to

notify the Pennsylvania Eureau of Radiological and we are

called in, of course, not only by then but also by the utility

cotipany that they have a probler.

Q. What if, and I an hoping in the future that ue get

federal people there fron NRC, the NRC says I think you should

evacuate. Do you wait for an order to core fron the Governor,
i
w/
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-

1

- - the Mayor, your local Civil' Defense or your State?
1

A. Okay, uc have even run into that problem in

discussiag the plan even on the local level. In talking to
:

some of the IIayors, there is.the assumption that they are the

only ones that can order an evacuation for their community. ;

You may ' hear some other talk that only the Governor could
i

i declare an energency. There is some confusion and this is '

what we were. talking about earlier. We said that we need sore

cryatal clear guidelines as to who would absolutely have the
i authority. As I told the gentlemen here, the plan is in
t

effect, it has never been tested. We have never had.to

evacuate and make these kind of decisions. So if you looked

() at the plan, it's real nice, the utility company notifies us by
!

land line communications, they notify the Bureau of P.adiological

Services, they in turn confirn and call us 'back and say that

they have a problem and we are to begin to implement the plan.a
.

Now, you cone down to who makes that decision to evacuate a

community or.any portion of that. This is.vhere you get into

the problen, you may run into somebody that don't want to go,,
-

the Mayor may think he does not have an emergency, he is not

compelled to take orders from the Civil Defense Director or

anybody else. And this is where the problem I could see that

that could come into play. This is uhy we need this type of

/~)'q
,
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-.

( '/; guidelines coning down that says if there were an crergency,x-

then that county, that commissioner, that civil defense

director or the state or somebody has the authority to order

that evacuation.

Q. In other words, to get the record straight, right

now you don't know where you're going?

A. Presently right now all I could tell you is what

is in our plan. I take the orders from the Bureau of

Padiological Services, who tells me that they have a problem,

and we notify the community and we follow up in accordance with

the existing plan. Presently, you know, it is geared into

a system in the problem if that is a community to be evacuated.,_

()
Jow, when you come down to the botton line who nakes that

decision to evacuate that community, I would assume if there

were a problem in Deaver County presently that would be a joint

decision by that Mayor of that community and the authorities

in charge.

CIIAIPJ!AN WRIGl!T: Bob l'ollis.

DY 11R. IIOLLIS : (To Mr. Donatella)

Q. I have one question. You are working now on a ten

mile plan?

A. Yes.

,e m Q. On a ten mile plan, that just about encompasses all,

. (.)
:
i
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( of Ecaver County?
m

A. Yes, three-quarters.

Q. What coordination have you done so far with

Allegheny County, Lawrence County, Washington County,

particularly as host counties?

A. Uc have been in contact with Commissioner Dan

Zilty (phonetic) fron Allegheny County, as you know. He has

attended a couple of the meetings, he is aware of this because

at the time Mr. Dan Zilty became alarmed was the fact that they

were talking a 20 mile plan. Uhen you talk a 20 mile plan, you

are talking about evacuating almost western Pennsylvania. You

take the City of Pittsburgh and it really becones a real ress,
r .

f'_l no question abouc that. IIe does send staff doun to our

reetings, they are in contact with us, we keep him appraised

the best we can so far. Mr. Zapsic, maybe you want to corrent

on that.

MR. ZAPEIC: Contact has been made and has been in

the process. The Red Cross has also offered their assistance

and in effect we have the nucleus of a very small cormittee,

which is enlarging as need prescribe.

EY MR. liOLLIS: (To Mr. Zapsic)

Q. Uhat I was getting at is ten miles you are into

the host counties for handling people and that is where a lot
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of the tire it has only been done in the one county because

it had been advised to handle a specific county. Ilou at ten

you cannot handle the people within the specific county.

A. PEMA, the Energency Managerent Agencv, has indicate d

that they would assist us in working out those particular

cooperative agrecrents. But I think what we say and what we

do sometites go a little bit askew. And that is why I made

the particular point there has to be some external force

pushing towards these types of agrecrents.

I 'R . HOLLIS: Thank you, Mr. Chairtan.

CHAIPJ All URIG:iT: Representative Mci ~civey.

f' - IW REPPPSENTATIVE FcEELVEY (To ifr. Ponatella)--

t i
' '

~

O. Mr. Donatella, vou indicated that you felt if you

got into an evacuation you vould need help fror the Untional

Cuard. Has there been coordination, continued coordination

with the National Cuard elenent?

A. In our plan , of course , the law enforcerent agencies

that we have included nresently was the Sheriff of Beaver

County and, of course, the Pennsylvania State Police. There

had been ne thought of getting involved the National Guard or

anybody else until DI because of the realization that an

evacuation o f a corrunity , neople leaving , that there could be

looting, and so forth. Bringing it onto the ten mile scope 1

: 1

l I '
^
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Er-g that tir. Zapsic is gr9sently working on, there would not-be

U
enough_ personnel to patrol cnd control a ten mile radius with

existing personnel beyond the Pennsylvania State Police and

the Sheriff's Departrent. It would take a large number of

people to patrol that. And, of course, this is the thinking

for the Untional Guard or some military agency getting

involved. As I!r. Zapsic whispered in my ear, of course, the
<

cost factor.

IEt. ZAPSIC: This is one of the concerns. Anyone

staying in an area that may be possibly contaminated vill need

protective clothing, vill need protective -- all kinds of

protections. Who is going to bear the cost of that? These

() are sore of the things that ue bounce around now.

BV REPP.ESENTATIVE McF.ELVEY: (To l'r. Zapsic)

Q. Are you recuired by law to set up this plan? Pere

you required by law, federal regulation?
~

A. Right at the present tire with the passage of the

Ercrgency Management Act, the state is required to come up with

a plan and then we, as a county, are required to tie in. As I

understand it right at the present time, at the federal level

;.. I believe it has passed one llouse or Committee of the House

that any nuclear plant that ir, located in a state that does not
,

I have a plan vill not be allowed to operate after, I-believe, it
i

v
:

|

|
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J is June 1st, 1980 That is the closest thing to any federal

mandate that we have seen. The other authority, what t,e are

planning is under the 19 '' Emergency Ifanagement Act and it is

being tied in and well-coordinated with the Pennsylvania

Ercrgency Management Agency. Since, I would say about May,

they 1 ave been extrerely, extremely energetic, cooperative,

helpful.

Q. In your 3.5 and your ten mile plan, do you have

levels of evacuation? In other words, upon notification of the

corpany that they have a problem do you have a status line that

you could go to? In other words, what I am si.f ng is if thei

(j company indicates there is a problen do you go to a certain
x-

level to activate the neople involved?

A. This is the type of thing that where the technical,

when I asked for technical assistance, you know, if the

conpany says they have a probler, of course, the start would be

the Civil Defense Director or whatever is the central head in

the county. I!aw from there on, there is going to have to be

sore type of technical e:<pertisc uhich is not available at the

county level and it nay be the Rad Departrent out of the

Department of Environmental Resources or the State Departrent

of Health, but there is going to have to be someone who can get

there quickly and assist the particular coordinator or the
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director in taking decisions because, as you say, there is

things like wind factors, there is things like shifting winds.

We have a ten mile plan, but, you know , the ten nile line is

right in the middle of the river. And you are not going to

forget about the towns on the other side of that river because

e ten nile dotted line is in the middle of the river. So you

are going to go over to the next hill. So there is, we are

developing, the evacuation routes, of course, have been

developed, but ue are developing in line with what you're

saying. There is going to be steps. You are not going to
,

take out ten ailes all at one tire. It would appear that

that would not happen. The situation would have to be

(' monitored, the directore with proper technical advice would

have to make the decision of when, how and where.

O. Mr. Donatella indicated that DER would rake the

initial survey after the company is notified. L'ould you go on

vhatever DER said?

A. I would think at the -- I think at a tine like

that you have to go with the best available inforration you

have and DER s'ould be the best available inforration that we

would have.

REPRESI"!TATIVE UcKELVEY : Thank you.

CliAIR:IN! HRIGHT: Representative Ivan Ithin.

. .
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EY REPRESENTATIVE ITKIN: (To Mr. Donatella)

Q. Mr. Donatella, you mentioned the three and a half

mila plan. Uhat uns the bases for choosing the three and a

half miles as radius evacuation?

A. The three and a half miles, as I understand it,

goes back, again, to 1957 when they put-the original plan

together based on the state of the art at the time. That

three miles, actually, is uhat they said, that the three miles

would be a safe limit. So to answer your question, that three

miles apparently was established by the AEC and the utility

connany.

Q. . What has rade those that are knowledgeabic in this
.O-

area change that decision, have they changed the decision or

is it your interpretation because of what has been said

relative to Three tiile Island that you ought to plan for

greater areas of evacuation?

A. Because of T and after THI, PEMA, the Emergency

?Ianagentent , care to us recently, I thinh 2ch rentioned back

in June , and said that you' will ' prepare a plan that would

evacuate at least ten riles. So that came fror, the State level

to us, that we would have to comply and develop the plan. The

three-and a half miles i~s now obsolete.

.Q. So you don't know what bases that PE!'A used to

O
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adopt that?

A. No, I can't answer that, no, sir.

Q. It could be arbitrary, for example, it could be

seven niles?

A. It could be very arbitrary because I think even the

ten miles depends on a lot of things. Everybody talks about

the plune that was floating around, it could have gone beyond

even ten miles, the topography of the land, the weather the

day the incident happened. There are trany factors to be taken

into consideration. Apparently, and I have to assure, that

PEFA arrived at a rediur and began utilizing the ten rile

critaria.

(~ .

'

/ Q. Are there any special meteorological effects that

occur in Ecaver Valley, for exarple, nost of the winds are

cering from the west?

A. Yes, we have westerly winds alrost constantly.

O f courst: when you get into the adverse weather, then you have,

a uind shift, but nortally it is a west to cast flow, very

definitely. I would think that probably, and I am no

reteorolo,cist by any stretch of the imagination, but if there

were a problem, we would prolibly be evacuating either north

or west, of course, because the wind flow would be coring from

the vest to the east. It is almost pres cinant.

w'
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Q. You nentioned that the three and a half mile

evacuation plan is now going to be discarded?

A. That is correct, expanded I should say.

Q. Expanded?

A. Yea.

Q. In the event of an evacuation, and you were

advised that persons could be evacuated, let's say, from three

miles within the vicinity of the plant because under existing

conditions only three miles would be necessary, could you

accomplish that with your ten mile plan, would you have to

evacuate under the plan everybody within ten miles?

A. The information we have, I will let Mr. Zapsic
p
i ; ccer.ent, since he is working on that, it would be doubtful as

to whether or not we would evacuate the entire three mile

radius. Because ve are thinking in terms of, okay, get

everybody in the three mile area, but uhat we have learned from

T'!I is if you are talking about radiation and the fallout

e f fe ct getting up into the atmosphere , this is going to be

based again on the wind flow. So I vould doubt that we would

evacuate 360 degrees of the three and a half mile circle.

REPRESEUTATIVE BENNETT- Excuse my interruption,

and I don ' t nean to put words in Ivan Itkin 's mouth , I think

what he is asking, at least what I would like to know, is your
~

i>

^
.
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plan calls for ten miles. Now if they said only three miles ,
s

would you have to go the uhole ten miles or could you just do

three miles?

IT., ZAPSIC: May I answer? The intent is we are

breaking it doun by municipalities and natural boundaries which

would be identifiable. So that soreone would not have to look

and say, am I within this area or am I not. And we are trying

to pool that plan. It is not going to be a corplete circle of

ten miles. Sore places that nir,ht go 12 niles , some places

that might be corpressed to nine miles or eight miles. But it

is our intention at the time when we put this into effect that

the municipalities will be dealing on a municipality-by-
kJ runicipality basis ar.d it vill be cora nanageable rather than

saying, all people within three miles. Uc will identify those

that would go in the first stag,e or the second stage or possibly

the third stage in an alert.

UY REPPI.SCITATIVE ITKIH - (To 'Ir. Zapsic)

Q. !! ave you discussed any change in plans with the

utility conpany, Duquesne Light, operating Ecaver Valley?

A. Dan has talked to then in generalizations. Hext

!onday, I will be talking to Dr. Connors, who is the Shipping-

port, he is with Hestinghouse Shippingport 1957 installation

and the Duquesne Light representatives about how we are

.
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proceeding with the pl.in.
)

Q. So f ar in the linited conversations , are they

supportive of changing the plan for Beaver Valley?

A. I would say that they are supportive of changing

and they seer to be very cooperative.

REPRESENTATIVE ITKI !: Thank you.

CHAIPP.AM URIGHT: Let's take r. break for a few

minutes. I forgot all about you, I'm sorry. Let's relax, and

get a cigtrette.

(Erief recess.)

Ci! AIR'fAI! WRIGi1T : !!ay we resume the reeting.
.

O Representative Itkin, my apologies for breaking in. Uould you

like to resure?

REPRESENTATIV!' ITKIt!. I have no further questions.

BY CIIAIRI'.Ai! PRIGET : (To !"r. Zapsic)

Q. I thought of another question I would like to ash,

and for the one of a better terrinology I would like to know

about the approval procedure. You are in the process of

developing a plan for the ten nile radius?

A. Yes.

Q. At the point you have this on paper and you think

it is a final document, you subnit it to who? Let re give you
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c sore hints. I'm talking about county connissioners , I'm

talking about PEFA, I am talking about the NRC. Now, you know,

give us the first, second and the third step?

A. It is our understanding that when the plan is

con:pleted and it is finalized, the Board of County Cornr.issioner s,

it becomes the Board of County Commissioners' plan. It is my

understanding that it will be submitted to the l'ennsylvania

Emergency Management Agency which will incorporate our county

plan into their larger plan which they are, I believe,

mandated to put together. At that time I do not know what they

must do from thereon. But from our particular point, after

the Board of County Comissioners accents the plan as the
O
V county plan, then that is to be forwarded to PEMA.

Q. In your initial putting together the plan I would

assume the utility company is involved in the development of

the plan?

A. Do you mean at present, sir?

Q. Yes.

A. Right at the present time, since June, when the

Planning Comission got involved we sent out many, many

requests for plans from various places. We received plans

from California and any niace that we could find any information.

Ue-are putting that together prior to the final, and I call it
- |
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. n' final draft. It is the intention absolutely of having the,

-

power plant involved in the planning process because they are

an integral part, maybe even a causitive factor insofar as

being the catalyst of any activation.

O, Do you have any knowledge of the procedure on the.

part of the utility company in reporting to PEMA relative to

a' plan and also reporting.to NRC relative to a plan?
,

A. No, sir, I do not.<

CHAIRMAU URIGHT: Any question from any members of
4

i the cotrittee?
I

| REPRESENTATIVE FOSTER: Yes, Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRMAN URIGHT: Representative Foster.

O
BY REPRESENTATIVE FOSTER: (To Mr. Donatella)

Q. I don't know to whom I should direct the question,
:

but I believe you had said that initially the emergency uould<

be declared by the utility and then subsequently DER would-
'

' detertine really your evacuation plan would be triggered by

DER, ara l' correct in that?

A. Let me comment on that.- Presently, that is true
,

because _we would have no way of knowing because of technical
1

inability that there is even a problen unless the utility

corpany_proclains that they have a problen. The chain of

comnand in the present plan requires them'to report to DER that

.
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["') they have a problen and the second call that they rake is to us,
%)

that is, the Civil Defense. But still sort of a built-in

safeguard is the DER people to confirn that there is a problem

and, of course, we get telephoned by then that they -- Fi rn

uhat the utility corpany is saying.

MR. ZAPSIC: Fay I go one step further that it nay

not be a bad idea for soccone to consider putting soreone with

radiological experience in the Pittsburgh office of DER because

there is a four mile travel tire between Harrisburg and

Pittsburgh or raybe, depending upon the airline, but I think

that is a consideration. Because there are outside monitoring

stations,.but soneone is going to have to be there to help
/'T -

k '' interpret the information.

LY REPRESENTATIVE FOSTER: (To Mr. Zapsic)

Q. Uhere does the NRC fit into that picture or do they

fit in at all?

A. It is ny understanding that the URC works in

conj unction with DER and the plant site.

Q. As we said earlier, I think there may well be the

tir e that you will have URC officials in the plants I would

hope on a 24-hour basis?

A. Yes, that is the indication. Eut there, again,

that is also the concern of the regulator and the regulatee.,,

(xs)
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ri that gets a little bit touchy.s

b
REPPESEIITATIVE FOSTER: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

EY CPAIRIW! WRIGHT: (To Mr. Donatella)

Q. Corrunications, uhen there is a problem at the

plant, the plant officials are suppose to call DER. Do they

call DER in Pittsburgh or do they call DER in Harrisburg and is

there a direct comnunicctions link or do they have to go

through the nornal corcmercial channels you and I would go

through to talk to each other?

A. Uo, they have a direct contact line right into DER.

Q. Pittsburgh or Parrisburg?

(-) A. Harrisburg. All the people I had talked to at the.

V
neetings, I do know that the people from DER that attended our

neetings, I guess, as a review of the plan care fron I!arrisburg

office. I think Margaret Reilly was t e person who attended

our meetings.

Q. That direct telephone line between the plant and

Harrisburg, does that go into DER's office or PEMA's office or

both?

A. It goes into the Bureau of Radiological Radiation.

But that is where the phone call goes to. They are the ones

that dispatch personnel to the site to confirn the probler. 1

CHAIRMAN URIGHT: Questions? Representative
rT
%/

__
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g McKelvey.

BY REPRESENTATIVE McKELVEY: (To Mr. Donatella)

Q Is the line monitored for 24 hours a day to DER?

A There are serveral lines and I do know, I am not

that knowledgeable about the back-up sys tems , I know they have

microwave, they have land lines, they have regular radios ,

there are four back-up systems even to our office. We main-

tain the 24-hour communications center and, of course, it is

monitored. in our police center, which happens to be our

Civil Defense Office, on a 24-hour a day basis , yes.

Q I'm asking about DER, does DER monitor their

r
ggg communications?

A I can't -- can you answer that, Bob?

MR. ZAPSIC : No.

MR. DONATELLA: I do not know that.

CilAIRMAN WRIGilT- Bob Ilollis ,

MR. IIOLLIS : DER, they have it on call, it is

a flip of f to the person or else it goes into PEMA where they

answer it. They have an automatic switchover for a duty

officer. That's the answer.

CllAIRMAN WRICllT: PEMA has a 24-hour a day duty

,

.
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- officer.

PT , IIOLLIS : Right.

CI!AI'"%: WRIGHT: L'e thank you very nuch for

providing testirony. He complirent you on the quality of your

testirony. We very nuch appreciate you being uith us.

MR. DONATELLA: Thank you, gentlemen.

CliAllUIA:I URICi!T: Our next witnesses are fron

York County. I would point out that prior to their being

sworn in that Representative Poster has distributed to the

trerbers of the cornittee a resolution. It will be uorthwhile

for you ta read it and we will get into a discussion and a

po:;.;ible vote on that a little bit later on today or the first
- .

)
t, thii.;, totorrow norning .

Fron York County, we have lir. Leslie Jackson,

Director of Etrergency ?!anagerent and "r. Carroll Leppo,

Chairrcan of the York County Cortaissioners . Before ':ou centlemen

sit dorn, would you like to raise your right hand?

LESLIE JACKSC;! and CARROLL LEPPO, called as

witnesses, being duly sworn, testified as follows:

CHAIlU!/IJ FRICHT : You ray take any order you want

to rake a staterent and then we'll ask questions.

: 'R . LEPPO: Mr. Chairran and rembers of the
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comrittee, the first correction is that the first name of the

President of the Board is Carroll. I am Mr. Carroll Leppo,

President of the Board of Commissioners of York County.

L'e do not have a prepared s taterent , but we

ucleone the opportunity to core here and discuss what transpired

in York County with the members o f the committee in the hope

and the desire that our experience night benefit us in the

future. I!aving met the requirement of the five nile evacuation

plan in York County and revenbering the events which transpired

with the problem at Three Mile Island, our alert began with the

partial initiation of that five mile plan, which as days went

on, obviously, becare inadequate and we vere asked to prepare
g
m) a ten mile plan and very ahortly thereafter a 20 mile plan.

The consideration of those plans very quickly vent

fram the evacuation of 10,000 people to 30,000 people to

230,000. I at very pleased to report what I consider extrece

cooperation by rer.bers of the State Erergency Management Office,

the Federal Emergency Preparedness Office and all of our local

officials in York County for the preparation of that evacuation

plan.

When we uere called in, that is the Board of

Catrissioners and myself, by Mr. Jackson, our Erergency

Operation Director, it becane obvious that it was rapidly
;

., .

|
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necessary for us to develop this plan. Our operation is based

strictly upon the advice from the office of the Governor. It

is the Governor, in our opinion, who has the responsibility

and the authority to order an evacuation and it was our

responsibility and authority as cornissioners of York County to

carry out that evacuation, to prepare the plan for that

evacuation would it be necessary and when the Governor so

so ordered it.

I believe what we have prepared in York County and

the 20 mile plan is beinr used as a n:odel throughout not only

the state but other areas and I an very, very proud of the

people who worked uith it. I mention particularly Mr. Stirrel

J rror the State Office who was uith us throughout the entire

t itu . Mr. Beck from the regional office of the Federal

Energency Preparedness group, Mr. Greg Beatty, who was tha

federal representative, without taking anything away from our

local personnel who participated in the preparation of the plan.

The five rile plan did not present any great

difficulty. Even going to the 20 mile plan allowed us to

rerain uithin the confines of the geogranhical area of York

County. He have a hospital in linnover, which is less than --

which is core than 20 miles from the Three Mile Island area and

therefore that was used as that center.

r'
N ,,
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,

The only concerns'-that I really, really had-during

that time was in c ' uunication. I felt that, you know, we

night have had a closer cornunication with the state offices

and a little bit rore information. Ilowever, the information

j we did receive was accurate. Ue felt that the dissenination of

any information, inaccurate or -- we would not disseminate any

inforration which was not absolutely accurate and unnecessary,

and I believe just a closer tie in that communication problem

would have assisted us during that period of tice.

The second concern I had was, as the other two
<

rembers of the Board of Commissioners were at my side and
'

participa,ted in the decision making process all the time and

() were constantly available, during the developcent of our plan
-

it becarc extrerely important for us to know what the situation

'

uould be relative to school closing , if necessary,- on Monday.

He had a bit of difficulty getting an ansuer from the state

offices as to uhether or not the schools would be closed. The

reason for that concern was-because we were utilizing some of
<

the schools in the southern end of our county for evacuation

centers and the buses for transportation purposes. We did get

that ansver, the schools ucre not closed. Because it is not

within our authority to do that. We worked around that
,

necessity. He feel that we now have, and we have adopted, a

.
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(~ . 20 rile plan not only for Three Mile Island but also for the
v)(

Peach Bottom area. We think the plans are vary, very good.

The first 50 copics were requested by the state office here

and I believe disseminated to sone of the other counties and I

think they are being used there. Ue are preparing additional

copies all the time for dissenination uherever they are needed,

required and useful.

I have asked the Federal Agency and the State

Departrent if ren could be made available, at that leisure and

their opportunity, to core back to York County to further

invastigate the plans which ue hase adopted and to certainly

further refine and inprove upon it.

(\ .

A/ I believe that given the five hour notice, which we

were told would be a minirum amount of time required, that we

could have evacuated York County succesafully. I am very glad

that that did not becone necessary. Thank you.

MR. JACESON: I have no prepared statenent.

CPAIRMAM URIGET: You are Mr. Jackson?

MR. JACKSON: Right, I have no prepared statcrent.

I have been following. the comrittee's activities quite closely

in the newspapers and any prepared staterent that I would give
,

would be merely repetitious of what has gone on before here.

As the Energency Management Director of York County,
g
%./ i
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in early 1958 we were asked by the Nuclear Regulatory Agency-

to prepare a five raile plan for Peach Ecttom and for Three Mile

Island. i.'e prepared a five r il2 plan, which is a conparatively

easy plan to prepare at the tine' due to the low population invo:.ved

On Friday norning, ve did have the opportunity of

a test of this was the decision that Paul Leese of Lancaster

County and I had to nake in York County that was due to a panic

condition in the Coldsboro area and also on the east side of

the river. Paul called nc and said uhat can we do to help our

puoole up there? The emergency people were calling in for help.

It 'las when the helicopter had picked up 1,200 reading of

nilliroentgens above the 91 ant. Somehow a radio station had
,.

C| gotten a hold of it and was broadcasting it and was creating.

a problen.-

So our nhase one of the five nile plan is to use

our emergency people , the police with loudspeakers in their

car;, fire companies with loudspeaker.;, etc., in asking the

people to go inaide and stay inside until they receive further

notice, listen to their radios. Uc took that upon ourselves to

do that in York and Lancaster County 9:20 that trorning and it

worked very vell. And then at 10:00, of course, the Covernar

care on and requested everybody in the ten nile zone to stay

inside and for pregnant women and preschool children to leave.
/ 5

Na
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- So that section of the five nile worked real well.

But then when we got the 20 mile zone, we are

going into a whole new ball gare because that includes the

city of York nou. And as the cornissioner said, the population

soared from 13,000 to 230,000.

Well, I an: glad to say that help care in. Ue had

over 100 people tmrkinr on this plan. The head of each

conrittee was a specialist in their own field. June Snyder of

the State Health Departrent headed the medical survey people,

doctors from the hospitals. As each section care in, we gave

then tabl es , telephones, etc., took over the whole basement of

the Courthouse and said go to work. The Uational Guard car.c

[ in, the Pennsylvania State Police care in, DER care in, the

American Red Cross cane in, Transportation people came in. Uc

brought our own 36 renbers of the County Planning Board in.

T/e began working Friday and we worked straight through until

Sunday nir,ht, 72 hours, and I don't think anybody got over six

hours rest, but ue care up with this evacuation plan. This is

the ork County Three Mile Island Evacuation Plan and it is

considered to be excellent.

We did have a few problems. One which annoyed te

greatly was from about , oh, 10:00 Wednesday, the 28th until

all heck broke loose 9:00 Friday morning, we were practically
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''
in linho in getting information frot the state and from anybody

_-

else. Although ue were getting phone calls from Portland,

Oregon, Eouston, Texas, and even Paris, France on what was

happening, we knew something was happening but as far as any

authentic information getting to us, it just simply was not

getting to us and we didn't know just which way to go.

In ny public career, I have been in the forefront

of seven rajor disasters this state, many minor ones, but

this was different. We couldn't see it, we couldn't hear it,

we did not knou how to fight it and ue were not getting any

information to help us fight it those first two days. And that

was one of my very annoying situations,

i

So I vill just open myself up for any questions

you may have.

BY CUAIMWi WRICIIT- (To Mr. Jackson)

Q. As I remember the situation, the wind was blowing

from the east to the vest and York County was the recipient of

the initial result of the accident?

A. Right.

Q. LThat was the first contact that you had from

outside York County that you had a problem and when did you

receive that contact and uho made it?

A. I was notified at seven -- 0727 hours on Wednesday
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7 March-23, 1979. '.Uc received a teletype message from Hachran,
Q

- Chief Dispatcher,'Lancaster' County Emergency Center. The

teletype stated, "Information received at .0720 hours this day

from Mr. Deller, Pennsylvania:Etergency' Management Agency-

- Duty Officer stating ~that Three Mile-Island reported on-site

emergency reactor.roon. Reports high level radiation.

Reactor number 2 has been shut down. No off-site release.

Acknowledge this message."

And that is when I'got the first ressage.

Q. You received that from Laacaster County?

A. I received'that fron Lancaster County.

Q. Yet the plant is located in Dauphin County?
! - A. In Dauphin. County.

O, . What tire was that now?

A. 7:27 Wednesday, March 28th.

Q. What was your next cor:runication?

A. At 8:05 hours I received a telephone call from Mr.

Lothrop (phonetic) of PEMA, asked if word was received from

DER. Could we put out the word and get an evacuation of the

five mile area of'TMI under way in 15. cinutes.

Informed Mr. Lothrop we could immediately begin to
p

prepare.

- I then placed radio ' station USDA on standby for

10
-

*" s
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emergency broadcast and then I had the dispatchers call the key4

/
energency people in York County-because they had the key relayed

down, starting with the commissioners to all the officials. At

0835 hours, I received a telephone. call fron Mr. Laninson

(phonetic) of PE>tA ' informing us that they had isolated the.

1 problen at TMI and contained it within the stean generator and

they were working on the problem at the-present time. However,
,

all emergency people should remain on standby until given final
:

clearance word from authorities at Central Office of PEliA or

- DER.

j At 9:25' hours I received a call from Mr. Laminson,

PEMA, stating that the problem at THI is nou contained and wer

() '
-

L/ can release our ercergency standby people.*

We released our emergency standby people and we
.

were in' limbo until Friday morning.

CHAIPl.'All URIGliT : Representative Lehr.

4

'!

] BY PIPRESEh'TATIVE LEHR: (To Mr. Jachson)

. Q. Mr. Jackson, your evacuation plans, were they drawn

up before the accident or afterwards?
i

A. Afterwards, Representative Lehr, except for the
,

| five mile plan. The five mile plan was drawn up and delivered

in June. of 1978.'

Q. But this uns the ten rile plan?

L(:) |

|
l

-. , - - .- - .- -- . - -. - .
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(%) A. This was ~ the -ten and twenty mile.
V

Ten and twenty mile?"

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Had an evacuation been necessary, what routes did
- you plan to take the people out of the areas? Would that have

conflicted with other areas going in the same routes?

A. No, sir, we have it all mapped here. These routes,

incidentally,-were designed by the Planning Conrission of the

Pennsylvania State' Police and the National Guards.

What we are looking at now, bear in mind, is the

twenty mile evacuation plan, the twenty mile plan. This takes

this section here. This involves 235,000 people in York

Co unty . I?owever, you nornally figure that 50 percent of those

people are going on their own; they have gone. In fact, cur

Planning Corcmission survey indicated that 40 percent of the

people had already left York County.

Ue took 183, divided it that way, all east of 183

would be -- the first stop would be Clearview School at the

Brogue. However, there is five large schools in that district

and Kennerdale, Middle and Kennerdale High School here. Now,

we had been working with Maryland on this. Maryland had agreed

that their Whiteford District would take any overflow that we

had; the Red Cross and the Emergency Managerent and the health
:. - .

I
(

i.
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| .
Department in Maryland. They agreed that they would take that

over flow.,

The central area is York City, Spring Carden, West

! York and that area. -Theirs was Susquehannock, the Glen Rock,
.

again, the five'large schools in the area but the overflow

would go to Timonium Fair Grounds. And Tinonium Fair Grounds
~

|
was ready to take care of 51,000 people.at Timonium.

The cast flow would come to Spring Grove, again,

another large school area, with the overflow going into

: Manchester, Maryland.

All our medical, our hospitals , etc , our nursing
j

hones , etc. , were coming over here to Hanover , which is thei

b'

only hospital we had lef t in York County. Patients who had toss

be hospital treated, who could not get out of bed, etc. , .were
.

; going to be helicoptered and ambulanced to Maryland Hospitals ,
i

|- who were standing by to take care of all of those patients.
:

The reason we went south, just what the gentleman

! said here, is the prevailing wind conditions, this way, this
i
|- way or this way (indicating) . This way ue are running away,
t

j .The wind never blows north to south. Ue are running away and

taking our people out of any cloud covering, coning north to

south,- which is imoossible , it never happens. That is the
?

- reasor. we ,went south plus the f act that we had excellent working
.

.

L
'

i-
h-
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conditions with the State of Maryland authorities.

MR. LEPPO: There is another reason for going south
,

too, and that is by going north we automatically run into the

Cur:bcriand and Dauphin County evacuation possibility. So that

we ti.~ht be floodin;; roads with our northern evacuees which

they had already planned to utilize. So that since we had that

20 nile area in the southern end of our county, the first phase

of our plan was everybody uith his own vehicle prepared to rake

that evacuation upon the announcement from the Governor and

then through us. And that is why, with 20 miles reraining in

Yo ri: County, we utili~.ed the York County facilities rather than

in'orfere with the Dauphin and Cu:rberland County plans.
(, '

E

REPRESD:TATIVE LEHR: Thank you.,

HIR . JACKSOM: No .7 , I heard this question asked

previously. Yes , we had l'ajor DiMico (phonetic) and Captain
i

Uallace of the National Guard. There would have been five

hundrad National Guardaren core to York County and be bivouacket

at the fair grounds. They were on standby to core to York

County to handle traffic control, along with two hundred State

Policemen, who uould be coring to York County. They rapped it

out and in a master nlan every intersection, how many ren they

had on every intersection, exactly the uav the traffic flows,

and so forth and so on. Plus tou truch for anybody breaks

,
,

!

|

|
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| down,'plus gasol'ine trucks for anybody that runs out'of gas.

This is iallL part of this and this L (indicating) . ; Yes, we'did4

[... and then, of. course,.the National Guard.and the State Police,
;:

{ after've get the, people out, would'beconeLthe security people'

;

for the area.

" CHAIPJIAN URIGHT:. Fred Taylor.
:

i

i BY tiR. TAYLOR: (Th Ifr. Leppo)

Q. Mr. Leppo, as attorney and counsel for this

.; comrittee, it is sometires presumed that I not only have' all;

i

! the answers ,- but I can solve the gasoline crisis and cure the
i,

common cold, which is not true. In the beginning of your
'

, {} st.itement you said you would react to an evacuation only on thel

[ orders of the Governor, I believe that is correct?
,

A. (Affirnative nod. )

{ Q. Is that your own interpretation or.is.that a legal
4

; opinion given to you by your solicitor?
,

i

A. Well, this was ny understanding from the officials

j who were there, the State EOC and the Federal EOC people that

it was the Governor ~ cnly who could order an evacuation of a
; -

given area ..ihe that and that the responsibility to carry out

was with the:Doard of Cormissioners'. It was not a legal
-

interpretation to the best of my knowledge.
,.

I' }}. It was just your understanding?

.

i -

,

- - - . = e- , ,---..-,+w. .w -s ne-r-. .- ,-.m-%.;n.y y-..s m_. .-.m7 y .,w w w -m%. mew, . . , , , , + - -* .,yv,,,,-#.-----,- .---e-#-.
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x A. Yes.
s

MR. TAYLOR: Thank you.

CHAIPJIAN WRIGHT: Eob IIollis.

EY MR. I!OLLIS:

O. I have a couple of question. There was testitony

presented to the committee about two weeks ago by the Chairman

of the Dauphin County Commissioners that in order to get sore-

body to listen to them that he, in effect, almost evacuated

Dauphin County due to the lack of allegedly credible inforra-

tion. Did you ever reach that point in your career down there

in York County, that the information you were receiving was so

3 nebulous 'that in order to force the issue that you almost
)

.

ordered an evac 2ation?

A. Well, not quite. The only incident that I can

report on, that was on Sunday night. We were, of course, more

than a little bit concerned about the lack of continuous flow

of information, as tr. Jack 1on pointed out. We felt that we

ought to have been more informed. But I, personally, rested

my feeling upon the fact that I was sure the Governor uns

getting more information and rore detailed inforration than ue

were and he was quite qualified to act upon that particular

nuclear infornation. All righ t , so, we concerned ourselves

with our prinary responsibility, which I felt was the safety

9
|

|

|
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and evacuation of the people of York County were it to be

necessary.

On Sunday night, as the plan had already been

explained to our local political subdivision, we wanted them

to know we had a plan, that we did not want it disseminated,

b o e a u s e we felt there st!11 might be some refinem-nts and

some changes. On Sunday night, a decision becare isolutely

essential about the closing of the schools with ny transporta-

tion committee. It was then, with a bit of frustration, I

called the Covernor's Office and when I identified myself I

got as far as the Governor's Chief Information Officer. It was

he who thpn, after continued and repcated questions by ne,
/ s

- indicated that only northeastern school district would be

closed. That ia within the five mile plan, che five mile area.

I indicated to hin that I wanted to be sure that the Governar

was aware uc planned the utilization of those other schools for

housin;'. sites and that we had ccncern about utilization of

thoca buses for transportation. And he said that it was the

Covernor's opinion that only northeastern would be closed. 1:e

did indicate to re that I could call the rest of them and they

would probably c 1 o s e and I said I was sure that was true,

but I did not think it was within my responsibility or authority
to close the schools in York County. A couple of them, by the

,
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uay, superintendents on their own did order closing.

But the answer was negative in terms of the

closing of the rest of the schools and I had a bit of a problem

c.etting that answer, but it did come and ue worked around a

lack o f the closing of the balance of the schools.

Q. Do you not feel that you had the authority, if you

so recuired the school huses, that you had sufficient authority

to order those schools closed if you wanted them?

A. No.

Q. You don't feel that you had the authority?

A. No, I don't.

9 Do you feel you should have the authority? Do you

think the law should be if you need those schools? If it is,

in your opinion o f you and your staff , crergency staf f, that

the school facility is required or school buses that are owned

by the public, and we are talking of the district and not

private, that you have the authority to order those schools

closed and you have the authority to connandeer those vehicles?

A. No, I don't; I don't. I feel it would vork

effectively with the information coring fron PU'A, the infor-

wation going to PDIA, working through the state regulatory

agencies with all the information presented there and that

decision being rade by the Governor. It wasn't one which was
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^' very well accepted by ny transportation committee, I might add.
,

But nevertheless it was a decision and we accepted it, we

worked around it, and I feel, in fact, that is the way it

should be handled.

Q. The lau specifically, and we are talking emergency

managenent lau and not dealing with nuclear incidents, allous

the local public official to order an evacuation and declare

an emergency. In other words, you can declare an emergency as

declared in York County. You don't need the Governor to tell

you an energency has occurred in York County. You can declare

that emergency as inperative. What if there uas an explosion,

being non-nuclear, and you had to evacuate , order an evacuation
,
,

-- out o f, say , a portion of York and you needed a school building

to house those people, you don't feel you had the authority

to da that?

A. He vould do it.

n. That is what I am getting at. Because you have the

authority, uhether or not you want to utilize the authority,

that is the difference.

A. Uell, it depends on the infornation. Under that

local circumstance and situation you have rore information than

anyone else. Under these conditions our information was not

adequate to make that hind of a decision.
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. .

ye3 Q. You feel you have the authority if you have. local
(l'

infor.Tation and it is a local incident or an accident, you have

the authority to order'and to close?

A. I think so.

Q. The next question is during the meetings that were-

held in York County, and particularly Goldsboro, rany local
.

officials down there, elected officials, have stated they have

yet to receive a copy of the evacuation plans. Is this still

in fact true?

A. It probably is because the state requisitioned-the

first 50 copies ue printed and the others are off the press

right now and vill be' disseminated within the day. Eut that

) is true. But we had 50 copies prepared and the State PElfA

Office took them all.

CHAIPJfNJ URIG:iT: Representative Dorr.

BY REPRESENTATIVE DORR: (To Mr. Jackson)

O. I have two questions. If I looked at your plan

correctly, is it not in fact true that some areas of York

County that are within the five mile area of Three Mile Island

- such as parts o f Fairview Tounship , if they were fo'llowing the

directions that l'think you indicated they would follow in your

plan, they vould in~ fact go closer to Three Mile Island than

their home.is in order to take the proper route to their
-
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'~' evacuation center , is that not in fact true?

A. You're talking about 183?

Q. Yeah, for about a mile, Reescr's Sunnit, coming

do:;n that area there, they would.

MR. LEPPO: There is one presumption, there is one

basic factor of our plan that you must first consider and that

is anyone with private transportation or the availability to it

vehicular, whatever, is to prepare that transportation for

evacuttion, awaiting the announcer..ent. When that announcerent

carc, I would doubt very much if rany people in Reeser's Surnit

would have stopped. I would t'aink that some of those people

right have headed north, itaweve r , the rerainder of those people
,

the renuired evacuation, and I doubt there would have been many.'-

ne would have brour,ht down 83 to those centers within York

County. That is, ilhat you say is true, however, I doubt that

very many of those absolutely northern tier people would have

ev.tcuated in that direction.

EY REPRESF!ITATIVE DORR: (To !!r . Leppa)

Q. Fnat you are saying then is that in fact it is

probably 50 percent or maybe more than 50 percent of the people

in any given area, phe ther it is five or tuency miles, are

virtually not Poing to pay any attention to the evacuation plan

fThey are going to pay attention to the evacuation order and
il! '
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follow their own plan?

A. I think that is true. I think a lot of people

would take backroads which would case the traffic pattern on

main roads. As a catter of fact, accordinF to the estimate

that we had, approximately 50,000 people on the weekend time

were already out of York County at soro greater distance away.

Q. Suppose I live in Newberry Township and I have my

own car and I don't have any relatives, any hunting cabin or

anything else. So ny own evacuation plan is to follow your

eva:uation plan and go to the evacuation center that is set up

fo r n2. Now, what is tha word that I an going to get? You're

going to put out the word, evacuate Neuberry Township residents,
i
\ -' what do I hear fron you?

MR. JACi: SON : Uhat you would hear, you're talking

about five mile now, are you talking twenty mile?

EY REPRESPMTATIVE DOIM: (To Ifr. Jackson)

Q. Let 's jus t say, I used Newberry Township j ust as an

e.xar:p le , that is five miles.

A. All right, in the ererpency center we would do

three things. Ue vould hit one button which would put all our

radio stations in York County onto energency broadcast systen.

We would hit the second button which would put of f all the

sirens up your way and all the monitors up your way. Then we
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s. would give it two minutes and'then we would come.on the air'and

' '

broadcast exactly what is happening. And when we come on the

air all your erergency vehicles would be going .out through the
,

o
area, too.

L Q. I'm interested in what I would hear from you. I

would hear, first of all, evacuate. 'Okay, let's forget about

that now. I am interested in how I evacuate and where do I go?

! What do .you cell- me under. your ' plan?

- A. Okay,.this is the one we used during Three Mile

! Island. This is an emergency. This is an emergency. An

accident has occurred at Three Mile Island Nuclear Power

Station. You are advised to take cover and remain indoors.
._

until further notice. Please remain in your home' with all

doors and windows closed. Turn off all fans and air-condition-

ing. Keep home closed until further advised. Listen to your.

radio.,.

The second stage would be, nou ve're talking about

ten niles, an accident has occurred at the Three Itile Island.

It is necessary that you prepare to be evacuated to a safe

area. Secure your homes, turn off stoves , heaters , air-,

conditioners and fans. Listen to your radio and stand by for

word to evacuate. When requested to evacuate please -proceed
! 'inrediately to northern regional schools , Dillsburg.
<

. . _ - . _ - - .. - - - - . . - - - .
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. Q. Okay, twenty nile area.
t

,-

A. Twenty rile area --

Q. I still live in Newberry Township, what do you tell

re?

A. Go to Spring Grove if you are on the west side of

133.

Q. No, I'n on cast, say I an in Goldsboro.

A. Erogue, five niles south of Red Lion.

D. Is that uhat you tell re?

A. That is what you would have gotten through your

peop12 up there.

Q. Okay, that's ny problem. I just noved in fran
-~

.

Pittsburgh. You tell re to go to Brogue.
'

A. OLay --

Q. If that i t, whnt I am told, bow do you expect people

to know where to go?
,

J., "ight, I thinL vith .he State Police and the

Jational Guard at each and every interchange and intersection

for an even flow of traffic , I don't know how, it would be j us t

flowing, that is all. They keep it going and 133 uould be

four lanes south.

1 Would you tell ne an much as to go to 183 or would

you just say go to Propue or .ould you saf Newberry Tornship,
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,- those uithin five miles of Three Mile Island living east of
-

183 take 183 south to Erogue? That makes more sense than if

you say if you live in Newberry Township go to Erogue. I'm

trying to find out how much detailed information you give out?

A. Once you get on 183, there is no way you can turn

out. You have got to go with the flou of traffic.

Q. I agree with that. But how would I know to go to

183? Are you going to tell me to go to 183?

IIR. LEPPO: We could announce that.

REPRESE!iTATIVE DORR- That would be part of the

announcerent?

?&. LEPPO: Yes.
,

REPDESENTATIVT DDRR: Thank you. That is all.

CIL''I!Q9.!; UPIGF'": Representative Foster.

BY REPRESE::TATIVE TOSTEF- (To ?!r. Jackson)

Q. Yes , ::r. Jackson, I think you partially answered

ry question, 83 uould be four lancs acuth, would this be true

in ganeral of your evacuation routes, four lanes one direction

or tuo lanes in one direction?

A. They were set up, as I said, Representative Foster,

thic uns all set up with the State Police and the National

Guard for an even flow of traffic in the direction of the

evacuating point. Yes, I would say that.

|

,
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| Q. For those evacuating to the. Brogue _ area what would
,.

he the primary route they would use after departing 83, 74? ~

A. 74,.right and they have another one marked on-

'

there. I just can't recall; it is a legislative route.

Q. And 74 would also then be two lanes south at that,

point?

A. They would probably turn into two lanes because

that11s what -- they were handling all of that and they said

a
we are going to have an even flow of traffic in the direction'

; of'the evacuation plan.

Q. I am thinking in terns of getting through
,

I
Dallastown and Ped Lion on 74, which at five o' clock in the

,
.

.

() evening, that is no rean feat right now.

A. No it isn't. That'is the only way we have.

REPDESENTATIVE FOSTER: Thank you,;

l
i
j- BY CHAIRMAN URIGHT: (To Mr. Jackson)
4

i' Q. You have indicated that some 40 or 50 percent of

the people had left the area. We have heard similar kinds of

{ corments from your neighborc in Lancaster and Dauphin counties.
!

You said 'something to the ef fect that your Planning Conmission

took a survey, can you tell us some of the details of that
!

| survey? How did they do it, what was the sampling techni_ ques?

A. .They did it by telephone from'the Courthouse and

.

!

L
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['g they did:it by calling stores , service stations , post offices ,
M

p and various business establishrents, even corner bars, etc.,,
'

arid asking how many people are estimated yet- to be JLn those

a re a '.

MR. LEPPO: The schools and places of employment.
! . .

MR. JACKSON: .Right, absentism at places of

; employment, absentism at schools.

1

MR. LEPPO: That is an estirate.

MR. JACKSO:T: Just to give you an example, the
!

afternoon of April 2nd,1979, in the five mile zone, only 52

|
percent of.the people were still there. In the ten rile zone,

65 percent of the' people were still left. That was what their
!
'

survey indicated.

CHAIPEAR URIGHT: In winding up your testinony do

you have any recorrendations you vould like to nahe to the
4

; comnittee relative to proposed legislation, amendments to

existing legislation or any direction that ought to be given

| to PEMA in regard to their responsibilities?
;

UR LEPPO: My only recommendation would be that

; closer communication ties be raintained and established on rare
1

regular, more frequent basis for the proper dissenination of

inforcation. The lack of information so of ten causes risinfor-

ration. As . a matter of fact, one of the primary factors in our

O
-s g.s
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plan was the individual's preparedness of those people to

evacuate therselves , knowinr full well they would all be going

down 33, for exarple, and that they nould be using back roada

and their own vehicles, etc. Pc heard soreuhere that on sore

sort of a national redia or, I an not even sure which redia,

thit noreone was told it was disseminated that you shouldn't

usa your own car. This was the worst possible thing that could

have been said to our people in York County because it is

alsolutely prinary to our plan that people who do have their

ovn rethods of transnortation use then so as not to have to

have public transportation or buses provided for ther..

I believe a rore conplete corirunication and
,,

ac: urate dissemination of infornation vould have been helpful.'

Other than that, certainly risinforration would be the worst

thing that could happen. I would sav that we did not r,e t

riainforration other than the fact at one tire when the

inforrattan care throach that the problem was secure, that was

incorrect, inproper and caused preat concern on ny part.

I believe that the syster would work as it is

currently phased with additional and tore close comrunication

between the PE:iA Office and ourselves.

PP. J/Cr503- I would like to add sorethinr to what

the Cortrissioner j us t said. As I have met uith people residinr

,-

&

--

i

|

|
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,

within the- five mile area of Peach Bottom and of Three Mile
-

.
1

..''
Island, I find them very ruch disturbed on how they're going

~

to be alerted, how they are going to be notified within' that

area if an incident like this should happen again in the middle
'

of the night, for exatple, etc.+

Recently, we received from the Pennsylvania

Emergency Management Agency,'the Corps of Engineers' studies of

). eight dams in York County, and we have been requested to
.I

prepare down-dam evacuation programs in case one of these dams;

!

should burst. Incidentally, they include two state dams. But

t I noticed there that written into the law is that the owners

of the daras are responsible for designinF an early uarning

() system to alert the people that they may have to evacuate
'

1

; because of a dam break. And I think that this should be given

consideration that the owners of the atomic plants should be>

3

responsible.to give an alert to the people in the five mile

area should ue have any other incident like this. If we can
i

force.the owners of dans to do it, then uc should be able to
,

force 'the owners of others to do such as this.-

CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: You are referring to legislation
..

{ which requires dan owners to notify. Is this state or federal

legislation?
,

MR. JACKSON: It is state.
.

"

, , - . , . , - + - , , , - - ,,,- ,, . ,. - , ~ . ~ , - - , , -- ,..- -,- c. - , , - -
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:

MR. LEPPO: There was also no roney sent down with

that requirement, I might add.

CHAIRPAM WRIGHT: What else is new? Representative

Dorr.

BY REPRESENTATIVE DORR: (To Mr. Jackson)

Q. Mr. Jackson, it occurred to me to ask this question,

You mentioned part of the survey was.done with the post office.

I wonder what other contacts on an on-going basis you have,

if any, with respect to the United States Postal Service and

with respect to the evacuation plan. The reason I ask the

question is to give you some direction. It seems to me that

{} probably'the only people who could quickly go through an area,

at least a built-up area, and know how to systecatically go

house to house and find out whether everybody is gone or not,

who is lying in their bed yet and not aware, like you said of

these plans, would be the railren. 'I at vondering if there

has been any contact with the Postal Service to see uhat kind

of cooperation you could get from then on that?

A. No, no. We have been workinr, uith.the volunteer

fire companies and volunteer fire police on that , and one of

the things they are doing now is like going around and

identifying. handicapped people, etc. That is who we-have been

working with. Ue have wonderful cooperation. There is a large ,

-

-
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large body of people in York County,

REPRESE:ITATIVE DORR: I have a great deal of

reanect for those people. I just wondered if they couldn't

use sote training, perhaps, from the nailnen. I think it is

a point to be rade in our work , I!r. Chairran, and see whether

the United States Postal Service would be amenable to cooperating

with in respect. Thank you.

ClIAIPl'AN FRICI:T - Representative Milton Street.

REPRESE:iTATIVE STREET: I have heard discussion

about the five and ten rile radius, I'u fror Philadelphia,

which is 98, 99 riles. In an extreme crergency we have such

a L:rre population, uhat would be the plan for Philadelohia?
p-
/

[1 I'R. J/.CKSON : 17ha t , sir?

REPPESE:iTATIVE ST' LEET: What would be the plan for

evacuation? I!ow would you evacua w a citv like Philadelphia,

which is so cloac to Three !!ile Island.

CHAIRMAN URIC!!T: I ni,ght bring in at this point,

these o fficials are from York County and they have no

responsibilitv regarding, an evacuation plan for the city of

Philadelphia.

REPRESE!!TATIVE STREET: 0.'ould they know if there

is an evacuation plan? And if , you know, we haven't gotten any

information , raterials that have core across ry desh, never

.
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c.

; (~g ' indicated or pointed out in any way that there is an evacuation
'V

plan.

CHAIRMAN WRIGHT: I assure we could probably best

ask that cuestion of the State Ercrgency-Managerent people
:

when ue have then on board, whether there is one. These are
i
.

'

not state officials. These'are county officials.

I CHAIRMid1 WRIGHT: Bob Hollis.
,

BY IIR. HOLLIS: (To Mr. Leppo)

Q. Can I just ask one question? I don't know whether

you vere here when the Old Order Amish individual was here

this morning, Mr. Kinsinger. He nentioned the difficulty of,

notificat' ion of the Anish comcunity, particularly to the Old

-Order, due to the lack of telephones , radios, television and
York

in particularly the louer|/ county around the Peach Ecttom area,

yau have few volunteer fire.companiesoor not as rany as you

would have around Goldaboro. Have you had any corrunication or

any coordination with the rembers of the Amish community ins

York County, particularly in notification, due to the fact that
!

|they don't have radios, televisions, telephones and there is a

great distance between the farns, particularly in that Peach

Botton area. Have there been any thoughts to do it if.you

haven't done it?

A.

(I_
Ue really have not addressed.that probler specifically.

!
_
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(q However, in Airville, ubich is in the heart of the Peach
! i
v

Bottom area, we have , just within the past few weeks , installed

a new siren in the fire hall. Here again would be an area

that the fire police and local fire volunteers night be

utilized if not helpful. And , of course , Representative

Dorr's suggestion is not invali/ in terms of the postal people

being very helpful in that are. too. Certainly, the fireren,

the fire police, the fire volunteers could be extrencly

helpful in disseminating the information to people who could

not hear the siren or are out in the country areas.

Q. Uell this was one of the questions, there was an

arc a of concern to that group of people.
\p .

_) A. Of course.

Q. It has to be addressed and I at just wondering

whether or not you had or in your planning you can address it?

A. Uc thought about that with the request for that

additional siren down there, that you could get to certainly

more people. To get to everyone is a real problem. J us t like

I an glad I did not have to answer the question from the

evacuation of Philadelphia.

CliAIRPAN URIGliT Any additional questions or

corrents?

(No response.)
(,

_
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(5 CHAIPdfAN WRIGliT: We thank you very much. You
x, t

t

have been most cooperative witnesses. Ue appreciate your

being with us.

MIt . LEPPO: Thank you very much.

Cl?AI!UfAN URICliT: Before we breal., would

Representative Foster like to explain his resolution.

REPRESENTATIVE FOSTER: Thank ye:, Mr. Chairman.

My resolution deals prirarily with a proposal by Metropolitan

Edison to vent into the atrosphere quantities of Krypton 85

gas, a radioactive isotope.

It also deals with the discharge of sone 4,000

gallons of water which was probably contaninated or at least
f
N. / had not been thoroughly tested to determine if it was safe for

discharge. I, frankly, have just been appalled by the proposal

to first dealing with the release of the water, and secondly,

uith the proposed release of Krypton 85 into the acrosphere

apparently on the basis that this is the cheapest and easiest

way to deal with the problen. But frankly, I think ue better

use the technological processes that are absolutely safe in

disposing of these very dangerous and to::ic radioactive

substances.

- And with that in mind, I have drawn up this

resolution which would remorialine the NRC to do everything
~

/N,

'

'w/

:
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| )k to ' enjoin . Met-Ed fron releasing any Krypton 85 into the
'

'atmospherc~ and also to call before the comroittee the applicable

Met-Ed officials to explain the process by which they arrived,

at decisions to proceed in.this fashion. Frankly, I think,

these are some of the most important_ natters that this

. committee might deal with in.the. decision making process.

Apparently insofar as radioactive water is concerned, possibly

_ contaminated water, that the decision making process did in
,!

fact break down and this water was released prior to the MRC

being, aware of it. And we absolutely do not want to take
:

any chances on another episode of this type insofar as the

]() Krypton 85 gases are concerned.
'

| I would ask that the cor'nittee adopt this resolution .

i ' CEAIFl!AN URIGliT: Is that a motion?
!~
t

REPPESENTATIVE FOSTER: I so nova, Ur. Chairran.

CHAIPJfAM URIGHT: Second?
4

REPRESENTATIVE STUBAU: I'll second it.
i

CHAIPd&H URIGitT: Representative Stuban seconded it.

Commenta, questions. Ivan Itkin.
i
4

-!- BY REPRESENTATIVE ITKIU:

I' Q. E!r. Chairman, I would like to go specifically to

| the third resolved clause where it now reads that the cornittec

.- .

.
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(~) renorialize the Nuclear Regulatory Cornission and the
U

Corronwealth to take every action necessary to prevent

"etropolitan Edison from releasing radioactive Krypton 85 into

the environrent until the comrittee has had the opportunity to

receive and assess expert tastimony relative to potential

health and safety hazards.

I take somewhat an exception on the basis of

ignorance to take every action necessary because if we take

a very long period of tire to receive and assess, there may be

sore other health problem: that may materialize because of

said inaction.

h' hat I would like to do is seek to arend
O\> Representative Fos ter's resolution to add the word on line two

af ter every and before action the word prudent. So this vould

not be assured to indicate to do whatever has to be done

irrespective of what subsequent harn would be caused.

CHAIPl%:7 URICliT: L'ould you like to respond to

that, Pech?

REPRESENTATIVE FOSTER: Thank you, Mr. Chairran.

I think "r. Ithin'a amendment, by adding the word prudent, is

implied in the resolution itself, but I have no obj ection to

the addition of the vord nrudent and I would be amenable to

insertinr that into the point that he had indicated.
/ ~s,

4
|
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siv)
'

CILAIM' Ji WRIGliT: Any objections?J

(No response.)

CHAIP"AN PRIGl!T: Ua will add the word prudenc.

At / other coerents, questions?

(No response.)

Ci! AIRMAN WRIGHT: I think it would be my recorren-

dation that we adoot the resolution, assign it to the

subcomrittee which is dealing uith the discharge of water and

waste at Three Mile Island for them to report back to us at

7- approximately the same tire that we have the Metropolitan
V

Edison officials before the comrittee which I assure will be

soretire in Septer,ber.

All those in favor say aye.

(All rerbers of the cormittee present voted nye. )

CHAIRMAN URIGIIT: Opposed?

(No responso.)

CHAIR"AN URIGIIT: The resolution is adopted.

"ow I recomrend that the cotmittee terninate its

business and be assenbled in this room at 10:00 tororrow
,,
(

i

!
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(T morning,s

b

RESOLUTIOli

UHEREAS, on April 24, 1979, the IIouse of Represen-

tatives created the Select Comnittee on Three Mile Island "for

the purpose of conducting a conprehensive inquiry into the

nuclear acciden. at the Three I!ile Island facility" and "to

review the potential health and safety hazards" in connection
'

therewith; and

W1:ERFAS, Metropolitan Edison Company, which owns

and operates the nuclear facility, has discharged 4,000

rs gallons of potentially contaminated water into the SusquehannaO
River and is considering the release of Itrypton-85 into the

atmosphere; and

UlIEREAS , ?!ctropolitan Edison Corpany has discharged
.

this water, which may contain unacceptable levels of radio-

activa, cancer-causing Strontier-90, without the apparent

knowledge and consent of the !inclear Regulatory Commission or

the Corrouwealth and without conducting any tests; and

WHEREAS, the unauthorized release of this water, in

disregard for the health and safety of Central Pennsylvania

residents , has exposed a glaring defect in the decision-raking |

process of 1:etropolitan Edison and suggests a serious breakdown
rm
L-)'

<
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($ in communications between the utility, the Corrronwealth and
,

V
the Nuclear Regulatory Cormission; and-

UEEREAS, it is inperative that Petropolitan Edison

be restrained fron acting in an equally irresponsible manner

with respect to the ventilation of Krypton-85, a radioactive

gas, into the atmosphore: and

WHEP.EAS, the Select Cormittee has not completed

its e):anination of the potential health and safety hazards,

associated with the discharge of potentially contaminated

water and has yet to undertake o review of the reicase of

Krypton-85; Therefore be it

RESOLVED, that appropriate officials of "etropolitan
.

p) .

(_ Edicon be called before the Committee to justify the decision

to consider ate: aspheric ventilation of Krypton-85 and to give

a full and completa accounting of the unauthorized discharge

ef 4,000 gallons of potentially contaminated water into the

Susquehanna River, and be it further

RESOLVED, That the Corrittee e>:pand its present

inquiry into water discharge hazards to include the potential

dangers presented by the ventilation of Krypton-85, and be it

further

PESOLVED, That the Cormittee memorialiac the

nuclear Regulatory Corcaission and the Cor:roncealth to take
!

| (j~h,

|
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(Ji every prudent action necessary to prevent I!etropolitan Edison
t-

fron releasing radioactive Krypton-85 into the environr:ent

until the Committee has had the opportunity to receive and

assess e:r. pert testimony relative to potential haalth and

safety hazards ; and be it further

RESOLVED, That a copy of this Besolution be

irrediately delivered to Covernor Richard L. Thornburgh; to

the Secretary of Environmental Resources, Clifford L. Jones;

to the Chairran of the nuclear Regulatory Commission, Joseph

'!. Hendrie ; to the President of '!ctropolitan Edison Company,

Walter M. Creitz, and to the President of General Public

Utilities Corporation , lierman H. Dieckamp.
O
V

(Uhcreupon the hearing was concluded at 1:00 p.r.)

I hereby certify that the proceedings and evidence

taken by re in the within ratter are fully and accurately

indicated in ny notea and that this is a true and correct

transcript of sare,

GlubV-4 27- 71 d %fsi

Dorothy M. FaQone
Registered Professional Reporter
135 S. Landis Street
!!ururelstown, Pennsylvania 17036
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